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SACRAMENTO CITY-COUNTY NATOMAS JOINT VISION (M02-014)

LOCATION AND COUNCIL DISTRICT: Unincorporated Portion of the Natomas Basin, within
Sacramento County.
RECOMMENDATION: It is recommended that City Council hold a workshop this evening to discuss
entering into a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between the City and the County of Sacramento
with regard to land use and revenue sharing for the unincorporated Natomas area. - It is further .
recommended that the Council direct staff to continue public outreach for the Joint Vision and, report back
and adopt the MOU on September 17, 2002.
CONTACT PERSON:

Gary L. Stonehouse, Planning Director
Steve Peterson, Principal. Planner

(916) 264-5567
(916) 264-5981.

FOR COUNCIL MEETING OF: August 20, 2002 (evening)
SUMMARY: The intent of this joint City and County Planning principles is to have both the City Council
and Board of Supervisors reach a formal agreement for high level collaboration regarding growth and
permanent open space preservation in the unincorporated portion of the Natomas Basin within Sacramento
County.
COMMITTEE/COMMISSION ACTION: There was none required for this report.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION: In June 2000, the City Council held a public hearing to consider
goals and policies to modify the City Sphere of Influence for several study areas, including Natomas. A
preliminary set of planning principles for Natomas was presented to the Board of Supervisors at a public
workshop in May 2001.
Discussions among City and County management and staff have identified several areas of mutual
understanding. There is an opportunity to develop a vision for Natomas, which reflects areas of collective
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interest. Protecting and maximizing existing, and future, airport operations, permanent open space
preservation, and fair distribution of revenue are shared core values. There is a common stake in proactively influencing the emerging urban form, by guiding inevitable growth to provide for residential and
employment opportunities in close to the region's urban core. This promotes air quality improvments
through trip reductions, and distance traveled, and maximizes the return on existing and future public
infrastructure investment.
By entering in to this MOU together, the City and County will forge a leadership role on a regional scale
for growth management. The cooperative effort addresses land use, economic development, andenvironmental opportunities and challenges in Natomas. The result will be quality development balanced
with permanent open space preservation systems.
• Public Outreach
The County Board of Supervisors will hold a Workshop on this matter during the morning session of
August 20, 2002. Staff will provide a verbal update on the issues discussed during the City Council
Workshop.
A series of meetings with various stakeholders have been held this past summer, with several more
scheduled through August and September. Generally, various interests are in support of the concept of
City / County collaboration, although some expressed concerns about specific planning principles. Staff
will continue tomeet with smaller groups to discuss the Joint Vision.
City and County Tax Sharing
The revenue sharing principles in the attached MOU will govern. the provisions of tax sharing to be
adopted by the City and County in a Master Tax Sharing Agreement for annexations. The County
terminated the prior Master Tax Sharing Agreement for annexations, effective January 2001. That prior
Agreement shared only property tax revenues.
The revenue sharing in the MOU is to apply to the entire current unincorporated area in the Natomas Basin
except for Metro Air Park and Sacramento International Airport, though in some instances it does cover
development on Airport properties currently used as buffer land for Airport operations.
The revenue sharing formula that will ultimately apply depends on the type of development occurring, and
the status of development at annexation (if annexation is occurring).
The City and County have established a tax. sharing partnership related to the development of singlepurpose/regional tax generating land uses (such as auto mall, factory outlets) that are not part of a multipurpose/master planned community area as follows:
The Bradley Burns 1% sales tax and General Fund share of transient occupancy tax will be split 50% City
and 50% County in the following cases:
1. Annexation of undeveloped property for single-purpose/regional tax generating land use; and
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2. Upon issuance of certificates of occupancy for single-purpose/regional tax generating land use
by the County in the unincorporated area.
Property Tax Sharing
The pooled property tax from an area annexing shall be split between the City and County as 50% City and
50% County except in the cases discussed below (developed areas at time of annexation, and certain cases
of multi-purpose/master planned community areas). In the prior tax sharing agreement, property taxes
were split 48.5% City and 51.5% County.
In some instances discussed below, the split of property taxes could end up being changed from the
general 50% City/50% County property tax sharing arrangement.
Property Tax Sharing for Multi-Purpose/Master Planned Community Areas
Upon the effective date of the annexation of undeveloped property for a Multi-Purpose/Master Planned
Community Area, property tax share may be adjusted from the 50% City/50% County split. Projected
revenues to the City will be compared to projected expenses to the City for the new planned area. In the
event of a projected City surplus (revenues exceed expenses), 50% of such surplus shall be allocated to the
County by adjusting the County's property tax share for the area.
Property Tax Sharing for Annexation of Area Already Developed for Urban Purposes
For the annexation of any area already developed for urban purposes as of the date of the MOU, the
County municipal revenues transferred with the area shall be calculated against the costs of municipal
services being transferred. The County's property tax share will be increased in the case of a surplus
(i.e. County revenues transferred exceed County expenses transferred), and the City's share will be
increased in case of a deficit (i.e. County revenues transferred are less than County expenses
transferred). The MOU contains language regarding consideration of a County contribution for nearterm capital maintenance costs and necessary, significant infrastructure repairs.
FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS: There are no known financial impacts from the MOU
agreement. The MOU agreement establishes the principles of revenue sharing for the adoption of a
Master Tax Sharing agreement between the City and County. The resulting financial impact to the
City and County is dependent on the area being annexed in the future and the land uses that end up
occurring within that annexation.
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS: The current request is for Council to enter into a
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between the City and the County of Sacramento. The MOU
establishes principles with regard to land use and revenue sharing for the Natomas area. Potential
environmental issues related to implementation of these principles, such as policy revisions to the
City's General Plan, will be addressed in the "City of Sacramento Comprehensive Annexation Program
and General Plan Amendment Environmental Impact Report (EIR)" currently underway. The EIR will
be considered by the Council at the time such General Plan polices are before them.
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POLICY CONSIDERATIONS: This is a unique opportunity for the City and County to craft a
common vision for Natomas. This is best addressed through a cooperative planning effort between
Sacramento City and County. This will curb land speculation, competition between jurisdictions and
establish planning principles to guide growth in concert with permanent open space preservation. The
MOU clearly establishes that the City is the appropriate agent for planning new growth in Natomas,
and the County is the appropriate agent for preserving open space and rural land uses.
The MOU and Joint Vision for Natomas implement several Smart Growth Principles, including
preserving open space, promoting interjurisdictional cooperation, and making development decisions
fair and predictable. The Vision also includes linkages to assure that any future growth is tied to
implementation of the City's Infill Strategy and the North Natomas Community Plan.
The vision will provide the acreage and location for future growth, and identify principles to define the
nature of growth appropriate for Natomas. Constraints and opportunities inherent in the land (e.g.
habitat values).or its location (e.g. proximity to existing urbanization) will help define where growth is
desired. The City will be the agent for growth, by planning areas to be developed.
The City and County discussions regarding Natomas identified seven primary issues areas related to
possible development in Natomas. Those issue areas were then further refined with principles that
address the general concerns of the City or County. These principles constitute the basis of the MOU
between the City and County. The seven primary issue areas are:
l.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Open Space
Economic Development
Open Space Preservation
Farmland Preservation
Airport Protection
Fiscal Collaboration
Future Growth
A. Jurisdictional Roles
B. Infill Linkages

The MOU includes Exhibit A, which clearly depicts the areas of City responsibility and County
responsibility. The principles are included in Exhibit B, of the MOU. Adoption of these principles
will be addressed in the "City of Sacramento Comprehensive Annexation Program and General
Plan Amendment (GPA) Environmental Impact Report (EIR)" currently underway. The GPA will
be considered by the Council with the EIR, later this year.
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E/SBD CONSIDERATIONS: No goods or services are being purchased under this report.

ENDATION APPROVED:

Respectfully Submitted:
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Gary L. Stonehouse
Planning Director"

Attachments:
Attachment A - Memorandum of Understanding
Exhibit A - Map of Area
Exhibit B- Joint Vision Principles
Attachment B - Public Outreach Schedule
Attachment C - Joint Vision PowerPoint Presentation
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Attachment A
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING BETWEEN
THE COUNTY OF SACRAMENTO AND
THE CITY OF SACRAMENTO
REGARDING PRINCIPLES OF LAND USE AND REVENUE SHARING
FOR NATOMAS AREA

This Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) is entered into this
day of 2002, by and between the
County of.Sacramento, a political subdivision of the State of California (hereinafter referred to as
"County") and the City of Sacramento, a chartered, California municipal corporation (hereinafter
referred to as "City");
WHEREAS, the County and the City have mutual policy and economic interests in the long term
development and permanent preservation of open space within that area of the County known as
Natomas, which area is generally depicted on Exhibit A to this MOU; and
WHEREAS, cooperation between the County and the City is an opportunity to develop a vision for
Natomas which reflects areas of collective interest. Protecting and maximizing existing, and future,
airport operations, open space preservation, and fair distribution of revenue are shared core values.
There is a common stake in pro-actively influencing the emerging urban form, by guiding inevitable
growth to provide for residential and employment opportunities close to the region's urban core. This
promotes improved air quality through trip reductions, and distance traveled, and maximizes the return
on existing and future public infrastructure investment in Natomas, this Shared Policy Vision is
contained in Exhibit B to this memo; and
WHEREAS, together, the City and County can forge a leadership role on a regional scale for growth
management. Such a cooperative effort can address land use, economic development, and
environmental opportunities and challenges in Natomas. The result can be quality development
balanced with permanent open space preservation systems; and
WHEREAS, Cities and counties are dependent upon tax revenues generated by continued commercial
and industrial growth. The tax system creates intense competition between jurisdictions and can lead
to economic development at the expense of good land use planning. Such competition between the
City and County can be reduced or eliminated by establishing a revenue sharing agreement. In this
way, each jurisdiction can benefit from economic development through cooperation rather than
competition; and
WHEREAS, the County and City desire to establish principles to form the parameters of a future
agreement or agreements encompassing the manner in which the County and City share revenue and
land use decisions within the Natomas area.
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NOW, THEREFORE, the County and City agree to the following principles:
1. Land use and revenue sharing within the Natomas areas should be guided as follows:
A. Open Space.
(1) Open space planning will rely on, and coordinate with, existing open space programs, and will
address linkage issues. Some specific areas will be designated for preservation as permanent
open space to provide assurance that community separators are implemented. Other areas, such
as west of Sacramento International Airport, may not require active preservation because of
specific constraints related to inadequate infrastructure or public ownership.
(2) Open space mitigation may be in conjunction with or distinct from any applicable criteria of the
Natomas Basin Habitat Conservation Plan (HCP) and may, depending upon circumstances;
exceed that of the HCP. A joint funding mechanism will provide funding for land and,
easement acquisitions.
(3) Land to be preserved as farmland must not be restricted tiy nearliy development and -needs to
have a secure supply of affordable water. Buffer areas will be derived from developing lands.
(4) An airport protection plan will protect the airport by preserving open space around it and
keeping noise-sensitive development and waterfowl attractors in relatively distant areas. An
emphasis on open space will also lend permanence to any buffers that are established. Such a
plan may be achieved through a multi jurisdictional agreement as to land.uses designed to
maximize airport protection.
B. Future Growth.
(1) Consideration of new growth should be done in partnership with the preservation of open
space. The urban form should include a well integrated mixture of residential, employment,
commercial, and civic uses, interdependent on quality transit service with connections linking
activity centers with streets, transit routes, and linear parkways with ped/bike trails.
(2) The City is the appropriate agent for planning new growth in Natomas. The County is the
appropriate agent for preserving open space, agricultural and rural land uses.
(3) The County will preserve its interest in the planning and development of Sacramento
International Airport and Metro AirPark.
(4) New growth will be supportive of the City's Infill Strategy. It will contribute to the
sustainability of established neighborhoods/ commercial corridors/business districts.
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(5) Development in Natomas will build on the vision of the currently planned growth in North
Natomas, including the application of the City Council adopted (Resolution No. 2001-805)
Smart Growth Principles.
(6) Future Growth areas shall foster development patterns which achieve a whole and complete,
mixed-use community.
(7) The City, as the agent of development, will apply the adopted Smart Growth Principles to any
new development in Natomas. Smart Growth Principles emphasize pedestrian and transit
orientation by addressing density, efficient design, and urban open space to provide sustainable,
livable communities with fewer impacts than standard development.
(8) The City and County will develop a joint planning process for major uses in Natomas that are
likely to have important economic impacts to existing commercial facilities in the city or
county. Among the goals of that process will be to avoid competition for tax revenues, in favor
of balanced regional planning.
C. Economic Development.
(1) The area subject to revenue sharing between the County and the City shall include all that area
depicted on Exhibit A except for those areas designated as Metro Air Park and the grounds of
Sacramento International Airport, excepting those Airport properties currently used as buffer
lands for Airport operations. If retail or commercial development other than Airport-related
operations is permitted on such buffer lands, revenues derived from such development shall be
subject to this MOU. For purposes of this section, airport-related operations are defined as
airport support services such as terminal expansion, aviation fuel sales, aircraft maintenance
and support; and hotel motel uses, to the extent such uses are existing or are relocated from
existing premises.
(2) The one percent, general ad valorem tax levy on all property within defined area, which is
annexed to the City, shall be distributed, from the effective date of annexation, equally between
the County and the City prior to accounting for the impact of distribution of such taxes to the
Education Revenue Augmentation Fund.
(3) It is generally intended that all other revenues from the area be shared as follows subject to an
agreed upon projection of need for County or City services:
(a) Upon the effective date of the annexation of undeveloped property for singlepurpose/regional tax generating land use the County and City will share the 1%
Bradley-Burns sales tax and City General Fund share of transient occupancy tax
equally.
(b) Upon issuance of certificates of occupancy, or their equivalent, property within the
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unincorporated area, except as excluded in Section C ( 1), which is approved for singlepurpose/regional tax generating land use by County, the County and City will share the
1% Bradley-Bums sales tax and County General Fund share of transient occupancy tax
equally.
(c) Upon the effective date of the annexation of undeveloped property for a MultiPurpose/Master Planned Community Area but prior to commencement of development
beginning, revenues (including the general "ad valorem property tax but excluding
special taxes, fees or assessments) shall be shared by comparing the projected City
municipal revenues to projected City municipal expenses including capital/development
costs funded by the City.
In the event of a projected City surplus (revenues exceed expenses), 50% of such
surplus shall be allocated to the County by adjusting the County's property tax share for
the area.
(d) Upon the effective date of Annexation of any area developed for urban purposes as of
the date of this MOU, the County municipal revenues transferred with the area shall'be
calculated against the costs of municipal services being transferred. The° County's
property tax share will be increased in the case of a surplus (i.e. County revenues
transferred exceed County expenses transferred), and the City's share will be increased
in case of a deficit (i.e. County revenues transferred are less than County expenses
transferred). The County will consider a one-time contribution to the City upon
annexation of any such area calculated on the basis of avoided, near-term capital
maintenance costs together with a one-time contribution for the costs of necessary,
significant infrastructure repairs which are identified prior to completion of annexation.
(e) In the event either the County or the City approve development in a fashion which
would require payment pursuant to Government Code Section 53084, the County or the
City, as the case may be, should be entitled to the greater of the revenue calculated
pursuant to either that section or the ultimate provisions of a revenue sharing
agreement.
(f) Should legislation be enacted which alters the manner in which local agencies are
allocated revenue derived from property or sales taxes, any agreement shall be subject
to good faith renegotiations.
II. The principles set forth are intended to guide further discussions and the ultimate
negotiation of an agreement between the County and the City. It is recognized that certain of the terms
used are subject to further definition and refined during the process of negotiation. It is the intent of
the County and the City to work cooperatively to establish a review process, by agreement, to evaluate
the likely impacts of large-scale commercial uses in Natomas on competing uses in the County and
City. The goals of such a process will be to avoid competition for tax revenues, in favor of balanced
9
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regional planning and to assure that proposed land uses conform to the principles articulated in this
MOU. It is further the intent of the County and the City that the revenue sharing principles set forth in
this MOU shall govern the adoption of a Master Tax Sharing and Land Use Agreement for
annexations.
Nevertheless, this Memorandum of Understanding is a good faith expression of the intent of
the County and the City to cooperatively approach development and revenue within the Natomas area
of our regional community.
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Sacramento City - County MOU for.the Natomas Area on
Principles of Land Use and Revenue Sharing
Exhibit A
Natomas Area Map

MOU map - 3.jpg
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EXHIBIT B
Joint City-County Shared Policy Vision in Natomas

I. Statement of Intent
The intent of this joint City and County Planning exercise is that both the City Council and
Board of Supervisors will reach a formal agreement regarding growth and permanent open
space preservation in the unincorporated portion of the Natomas Basin within Sacramento
County. The agreement will be adopted by Sacramento County and the City of Sacramento.
1. Introduction
A. Background
A preliminary set of planning principles for Natomas was presented to the Board of
Supervisors at a public workshop in May 2001. Before that, in June 2000, the City Council.
held a public hearing to consider goals and policies to modify the City Sphere of Influence for
several- study areas, including Natomas.
Subsequent discussions among City and County management and staff have fostered a spirit of
mutual gain. There is opportunity to develop a vision for Natomas, which reflects areas of ^
collective interest. Protecting and maximizing existing, and future, airport operations, open
space preservation, and fair distribution of revenue are shared core values. There is a common
stake in pro-actively influencing the emerging urban form, by guiding inevitable growth to
provide for residential and employment opportunities in close to the regions urban core. This
promotes air quality measures through trip reductions, and distance traveled, and maximizes
the return on existing and future public infrastructure investment.
Together, the City and'County will forge a leadership role on a regional scale for growth
management. The cooperative effort addresses land use, economic development, and
environmental opportunities and challenges in Natomas. The result will be quality
development balanced with permanent open space preservation systems.
B. Vision - Cooperative Land Use Planning
The best way to insure sustainable community building in Natomas is for the City and County
to plan jointly. Such an effort will provide opportunity to focus more on sound long-term
planning principles, and less on quick return revenue generation. Such a planning policy
foundation may be without precedent, however, the highly regarded American River Parkway
Plan (ARP) stands as an excellent result of City-County cooperation. That plan also provides
an example of an administrative structure that involves third-party ratification of any
amendments to the plan.
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II.

Basic Issues
There are. three main areas where the City and County will come to agreement, each comprised
of several sub-issues.
1. Open Space
The planning principles offer agreement regarding the size, location, and nature of open space
preservation areas in the Natomas area. The location of open space areas will be based in part
on the natural value of the land (e.g. habitat value, community separators), but also on
constraints to development (e.g. airport protection or flood-prone areas). This agreement will
ultimately designate the location of open space and provide principles for its permanent
preservation. Ideally, the County will be the agent for maintaining rural and agricultural land
uses, and permanent open space preservation.
Open Space systems provide multiple values/ benefits for human needs (health, public safety,
cultural, recreational, economic prosperity, and civic identity), for wildlife, for productive
agriculture; and for a healthy.- sustainable built environment Open Space also contributes to
the provision of clean air and water for the region. Open Space systems must be of adequate
size to support their intended purpose, e.g., agricultural areas must be large enough to maintain
the agricultural economy; regional recreation facilities must be diverse enough to accommodate
multiple passive and active uses; habitat areas must be large enough to support the
requirements of native species; vistas/viewsheds should be sufficient to provide a sense of
place. Open Space systems may be linked by trails, act as community separators, and
accommodate habitat conservation plan requirements.
2. Economic Development
Cities and counties are dependent upon tax revenues generated by continued commercial and
industrial growth. The tax system creates intense competition between jurisdictions and can
lead to economic development at the expense of good land use planning. This joint agreement
will lessen competition between the City and County by establishing a revenue sharing
agreement. In this way, each jurisdiction stands to benefit from economic development,
without becoming subject to the forces of competition.
New development will be consistent with the City's Smart Growth Principles, by supporting
reinvestment in existing communities, particularly designated infill areas, as an alternative to
greenfield development. New growth will not detract-from the sustainability of established
neighborhoods, commercial corridors, and business districts in the city and county.
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Sacramento International Airport is recognized as a regional asset for economic development.
The vision will incorporate effective measures for protection of airport operations and
expansion, such as where residential development will not be considered.
3. Future Growth
The vision will provide the acreage and location for future growth, and identify principles to
define the nature of growth appropriate for Natomas. Constraints and opportunities inherent in
the land (e.g. habitat values) or its location (e.g. proximity to existing urbanization) will help
define where growth is desired. The City will be the agent for growth, by planning areas to be
developed.
Conclusion. Now is the time to seize the opportunity to craft the common vision for Natomas.
This is best addressed through a cooperative planning effort between Sacramento City and
County. This will curb land speculation, competition between jurisdictions and establish
planning principles to guide growth in concert with permanent open space preservation. .

III. Planning Issues and Principles
The City and County discussions regarding Natomas identified seven primary issues areas=
related to possible development in Natomas. Those issues areas are listed below along with
principles that address the general concerns of the City or County. These principles will
constitute the basis of an agreement between the City and County for making decisions
regarding land uses.
1. Open Space
A. Open Space Preservation
B. Farmland Preservation
C. Airport Protection
2. Economic Development
A. Fiscal Collaboration
3. Future Growth
A. Jurisdictional Roles
B. Infill Linkages
1. Open Space
A. Open Space Preservation
1. Permanent Protection of Open Space. Achieve a permanent open space by acquiring land
or easements. A variety of funding sources will be used to make land and easement
acquisitions. Open Space encompasses lands that essentially are unimproved and that have
limited development potential due to the physical characteristics of the land, due to value as a
14
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drainage or habitat corridor, due to land being restricted to agricultural production, due to
location of the land as a community separator/ buffer between developed areas, or due to the
scenic value of the land and its role in maintaining a community's sense of place or heritage.
2. Community Separators. Provide community separators at the Sutter/ Sacramento County
line, by using open space that defines urban shape by providing gateways, landscaped freeway
corridors, defined edges and view sheds. The community separator is land designated as
permanent open space, by both the City and County General Plans, in order to avoid an
uninterrupted pattern of urbanization, and to retain the character f distinct communities.
3. Open Space Linkages. Coordinate permanent open space in Natomas with the larger open
space systems to provide linkages for trail extensions and biological connectivity.
4. Mitigation Ratio. Require development to provide permanent open space, preserved in the
Natomas area, at a mitigation ratio of at least one-to-one.
Implementation. The agreement will establish a policy framework for open space planning in
Natomas which will rely on, and coordinate with, existing open space programs, and will
address linkage issues. Some specific areas will be designated for preservation as permanent
open space-to provide assurance that community. separators are implemented. Other areas, such
as west of Sacramento International Airport, may not require active preservation because of
specific constraints related to inadequate infrastructure or public ownership.
This mitigation may be in conjunction with or distinct from any applicable criteria of the
Natomas Basin Habitat Conservation Plan (HCP). A one-to-one mitigation ratio will exceed
that of the HCP by one-half acre of mitigation per acre of development. A joint funding
mechanism will provide funding for land and easement acquisitions.
B. Farmland Preservation
1. Require Mitigation for Losses. Avoid loss of overall agricultural productivity in the
county. Any development that occurs must mitigate for farmland losses by permanent
preservation of farmlands elsewhere in the county.
Implementation. Identify areas of Natomas that are to be developed or remain in general
agriculture. Land to be preserved as farmland must not be restricted by nearby development
and needs to have a secure supply of affordable water. Buffer areas will be derived from
developing lands.
C. Airport Protection
1. Protect Future Airport Operations. Plan land use in Natomas in a manner that will
protect Sacramento International Airport from complaints originating, from encroaching
uses that might eventually limit its operations or future expansion.
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2. Coordinate long range land use planning. The various affected jurisdictions will
coordinate planning efforts to ensure the continued viable operations and expansion of
Sacramento International Airport
3. Maintain Airport Safety Related to Habitat. Avoid compromising airplane safety when
establishing open space by keeping waterfowl habitat at safe distances from the airport.
Implementation. A multi jurisdictional airport protection plan will protect the airport by
preserving open space around it and keeping noise-sensitive development and waterfowl
attractors in relatively distant areas. An emphasis on open space will also lend permanence to
any buffers that are established.
2. Economic Development
A. Fiscal Collaboration
1. Revenue Agreement. Adopt a Revenue Exchange Agreement.
Implementation. The City and Countywill negotiate an agreement that defines, and provides
for, revenue exchange for development that occurs within the agreement area.
3. Future Growth
A. Jurisdictional Roles
1. City and County Roles. The City is the appropriate agent for planning new growth in
Natomas. The County is the appropriate agent for preserving open space, agricultural and rural
land uses.
2. Maintain County Interests. The County will preserve its interest in the planning and
development of Sacramento International Airport and Metro AirPark.
Implementation. Define the roles of each jurisdiction in the agreement.
B. Infill Linkage
1. Support City Infill Strategy. New growth will be supportive of the City--s Infill Strategy. It
will contribute to the sustainability of established neighborhoods/ commercial corridors/
business districts.
Implementation. Review new growth proposals in the context of the City--s Infill Strategy.
4. Urban Growth Principles
-
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1. Smart Growth. Development in Natomas will build on the vision of the currently planned
growth in North Natomas, including the application of Smart Growth Principles.
2. Regionally Significant Land Uses. The City and County will develop a joint planning
process for major uses in Natomas that are likely to have important economic impacts to
existing commercial facilities in the city or county.
3. Balanced Communities. Undeveloped areas shall foster development patterns which achieve
a whole and complete, mixed-use community.
,
Implementation. The City, as the agent of development, will apply Smart Growth Principles to
any new development in Natomas. Smart Growth Principles emphasize pedestrian and transit
orientation by addressing density, efficient design, and urban open space to provide sustainable,
livable communities with fewer impacts than standard development.
Establish a review committee, by agreement, to evaluate the likely impacts of large scale
commercial uses in Natomas on competing uses in the county and city. The committee=s goal
will be to avoid competition for tax revenues, in favor of balanced regional planning.

IV.

Identify Areas for Growth and Permanent Open Space Preservation
Consideration of new growth should be done in partnership with the preservation of open
space. The urban form should include a well integrated mixture of residential, employment,
commercial, and civic uses, interdependent on quality transit service with connections linking
activity centers with streets, transit routes, and linear parkways with ped/bike trails.
The attached map indicates the future City Sphere of Influence to accommodate growth as
appropriate, and an Area of Concern for the preservation of open space systems. The point of
demarcation is approximately one mile parallel to the Sacramento River, along the alignment of
El Centro Road, then over to Lone Tree Road. This configuration insulates the airport from
development pressures north and south, and respects the criteria of the Natomas Basin HCP,
which calls for the preservation of habitat along the river. It also allows master planning to
proceed in an orderly manner outward from the City to the approved Metro Air Park.

V.

Plan Administration and Agreement
The agreement will be adopted by Sacramento County and the City of Sacramento. It may also
be desirable to have the agreement adopted by an outside party, e.g. the State Legislature
(similar to the American River Parkway Plan) to provide additional strength to the agreement,
and to require inter jurisdictional coordination on agreement implementation.
The means to implement this common vision is yet to be defined. There are various
17
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instruments available for the legislative bodies of the City and County, such as a Joint
Resolution, or a Memorandum of Understanding.
The agreement will consist ofo

A map clearly delineating the areas for growth and for permanent open space and
agricultural preservation.

o The Planning Principles.
o The implementation program.
The implementation includes:
o

A third party agreement

o

Amendments to both General Plans to incorporate the common vision
Adoption of a Revenue Sharing Agreement

o

Define Goals, Roles and Responsibilities for the respective jurisdictions, and a
mechanism for future, regional scale participation.

o

Benchmarks for performance

o

A funding program for permanent open space and agricultural preservation.

This cooperative planning effort is consistent with the Capitol Regional Compact, endorsed by
both jurisdictions recently. Developed by Valley Vision, it promotes regional coordination,
cooperation and collaboration. The compact defines four goals for future collaboration:
o

Create Regional Growth and Development Patterns

o

Coordinate Land Use, Infrastructure, Public Services and Transportation

o

Reinforce our Community Identities and Sense of Place

o Protect and Enhance Open Space and Recreational Opportunities.
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Attachment B
List of Public Outreach Meetings

Date 2002
July 19

Group

July 24

Natomas Community
Representatives
Environmental Representatives

July 26

Natomas Landowners

August 7

Environmental Council of
Sacramento (ECOS)
Natomas Community Planning
Advisory Council
Rio Linda Community Planning
Advisory Council
Metro Chamber of Commerce

August 8
August 13
August 14

SCHEDULED MEETINGS
Town Hall Meeting
August 28
September 25

Sacramento County Alliance of
Neighborhoods

Primary City-County
Representatives
Supervisor Roger Dickinson &
Councilmember Ray Tretheway
Supervisor Roger Dickinson &
Councilmember Ray Tretheway
Supervisor Roger Dickinson &
Councilmember Ray Tretheway
Supervisor Roger Dickinson &
Councilmember Ray Tretheway
Tom Hutchings & Gary Stonehouse
Robert Sherry & Gary Stonehouse
Tom Hutchings & Gary Stonehouse

Supervisor Roger Dickinson &
Councilmember Ray Tretheway
Tom Hutchings and Gary Stonehouse
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Attachment C
- Joint Vision PowerPoint Presentation -
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The Joint Vision:--EconamicDevelnpment_
Establishes a revenue sharing agreement
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both the Citv and County of Sacramento.

The Joint Vision: tmpternentatfozr---i

2002:
^ August 20: Board and Council Workshops
• July - September. Additional Community
Outreach
i September: City/County'Adopt MOU
^ August= November' County hearings on North
Natomas Urban Service'Boundary;Study;
2003:
i February: Adopt City General Plan
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NORTH RIVER ALLIANCE PRESENTATION

,

2.

Jack V. Diepenbrock, LawyerThe Diepenbrock Law Firm
400 Capitol Mall, Suite 400
Sacramento, CA 95814
John Perry, Farmer, Landowner; CPA .
Perry, Bunch & Battaglia, Inc:
350 Court Street
Woodland, CA 95695
Dennis Bastio, Farmer; Landowner
3435 Landpark.Drive
Sacramento, CA 95833
Jack Cornelius, Landowner, CPA
'Cornelius & Company
1721 Second Street, Suite 201
Sacramento, CA 95814

5.

.

7.

Murray Weaver, Landowner
4800 Manzanilla Street
Fair Oaks, CA 95628

Bob Gosal, Landowner
2550 W. El Camino Ave., Suite 110
Sacramento, CA 95833
Ron Zumbrun, Lawyer
3800 Watt Avenue, Suite 101
Sacramento, CA 95821

TIMELINE OF EVENTS FOR WEST LAKESIDE

April, 1999

AKT Developments meets with City staff to discuss preliminary
application issues.

September 24, 1999

City staff responds to preliminary review application.

February 22, 2000

AKT Developments. submits application for West Lakeside.

July 18, 2000

NOP filed with State Clearinghouse.

January 31, 2001

EDAW (environmental consultants preparing EIR/EIS) submits revised
.
scope of work.

February 2.1, 2001

Additional funding-request ($9,685) for further EDAW planning services
(consultation with Fish and Wildlife).

April 6, 2001

City sends proposal for refined scope, including a payment plan of four
payments totaling $249,964.

June; 2001

City Council agenda item to approve consultant contract.

August 22, 2001

AKT Developments meets with City staff, agreed that. EDAW will provide
plannirig support services.

August 30, 2001

EDAW sends proposal for additional planning support services per 8/22
meeting to City.

November 1, 2001

City sends proposal to AKT Developments for cost of additional work
agreed upon at 8/22 meeting.

February 2002

EDAW submits a revised NOP and Initial Study to the City.

April 25, 2002

AKT Developments receives EDAW's draft alternatives to the project.

July 3, 2002.

AKT Developments meets with City staff to discuss Objectives and the
Alternatives analysis. The Alternatives to be analyzed are agreed upon.

July 18, 2002

AKT Developments meets with City staff, it is agreed that the NOP will be
sent out, a scoping meeting set up, and the traffic. analysis will move
forward.

July 26, 2002

Joint City/Council Presentation on Natomas Joint Vision.
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West Lakeside
DRAFT

-Facilities and .Infrastructure
, :. . Impacts,
_.,.

Master Services Element Update
June 4, 2002
Prepared For: .

Prepared By:

ENGINEERING ^ PLANNING -'MAPPING - SURVEYING,.',
3301 C Street, Bldg. 100-B
Sacramento, CA 95816

Tel: 916.341.7760
Fax[ 916.341.7767

►raft Report=June 4, 2002

INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE .The purpose oftliis report is to provide information regarding the impacts of the West
...
-_. Lakeside-development on_the.existing City,ofSacramento,'infrastructure and public
facilities in the North Natomas area: The project is proposed for annexation into the City, * 1
-• of Sacramento and=ultimately would be includ`ed into the City -of Sacramento, North.
Natomas Community Plan Area. This report is intended to address off:siteproject.level
Impact
Report being
impacts for inclusion. / reference
.
:
.. within, the Draft Environmental
prepared. for the proj ect. On-site impacts will- also be analyzed in the draft , environmental
,:iriipact report, however on=site specific infrastructure analysis is pendirig:finalization of.
.__;, the proposed land use plan. This analysis will use the current. proposed land use plan
dated Februa .ry 18, 2000 by the project proponents as a basis for this report:
, ,
....
.
,. .
;t
.
This report will also serve as an.update to the city of Sacramento Master Services
Element to include the West Lakeside Project within:the` City of.:Sacramento Note that.-:
through. annexation into the North Natomas Community P1an and Finance Plan Area,Tall; `of the irifrastructure and public services needed for this-project have already been:planned'
as part of the North NatomasCommunity PIan (NNCP) =and the North Natoinas'Pubhc
.
Facilities Financing Pl"an{NNPFFP). This report will. provide much of,the"-'informationC
< currently'available'regarding North Natomas and incorporates by reference the above
. describ,ed:documents
.,z
,
.
..
.
_
,. .
..
- This draft report will. serve as a base for inclusion into various documents developed
during" the project annexation into, the City of S;acrarriento; entitlement process-and
development approvals
. ,;
As
, additional work is performed and comments received .through City review,
.. this repo
will be .updated and expanded as needed in the future.
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Draft Report-June 4, 2002,

INTRODUCTION- AND PURPOSE:
The purpose of this report is to provide information regarding the impacts of the West
Lakeside development on the existing City of Sacramento infrastructure and public
'facilities in the North Natomas area. The project is proposed for annexation into the City
of Sacramento and ultimately would be included into the City of Sacramento, North ,
Natomas Community.Plan Area: This report is *intended to address off-.site project level
impacts for inclusion /.reference within the Draft Environmental Impact Report being
prepared for the project. On-site impacts will also be analyzed in the draft environmental
impact report, however on-site specific infrastructure analysis is pending finalization of
the proposed land use plan. This analysis will use the current.proposed land use, plan.,'
dated February- 18, 2000 by the-project proponents as a basis for 'this report.
-This'report will also serve as an update to the City of Sacramento Master Services
Element to include'the West Lakeside Project within the City of Sacramento. Note that
.,through annexation into the North Natomas Community Plan and Finance Plan Area,'all-,`, '
of the infrastructure and. public services needed for this. project have already been planned
as part of the North Natomas Community Plan (NNCP) and the North Natomas Public
Facilities Financing Plan (NNPFFP). This report will provide much of the information.,..
;cuirently available regarding North Natomas and
by reference the above-,
,
• incorporates
. .-'
described documents:
This draft report will serve as a base for inclusion into various documents developeds.
during the project annexation into the City of Sacramento, entitlement process and
development approvals.
As additional work is performed and comments received°through'City review, this report
will be updated and expanded as rieeded in the future."'
,.
.. •
..
,.
,
.
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-.
-
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TIMELINE OF EVENTS FOR WEST LAKESIDE

April, 1999

AKT Developments meets with City staff to discuss preliminary
application issues.

September 24, 1999

City staff responds to preliminary review application.

February 22, 2000

AKT Developments submits application for West Lakeside.

July 18, 2000

NOP filed with State Clearinghouse.

January 31, 2001

EDAW (environmental consultants preparing EIR/EIS) submits revised
scope of work.

February 21, 2001

Additional funding request ($9,685) for further EDAW planning services
(consultation with Fish and Wildlife).

April 6, 2001

City sends proposal for refined scope, including a payment plan of four
payments totaling $249,964.

June, 2001

City Council agenda item to approve consultant contract.-

August 22, 2001

AKT Developments meets with City staff, agreed that EDAW will provide
planning support services.

August 30, 2001

EDAW sends proposal for additional planning support services per 8/22
meeting to City.

November 1, 2001

City sends proposal to AKT Developments Tor cost of additional work
agreed upon at 8/22 meeting:

February 2002

EDAW submits a revised NOP and Initial Study to the City.

April 25, 2002

AKT Developments receives EDAW's draft alternatives to the project.

July 3, 2002

AKT Developments meets with City staff to discuss Objectives and the
Alternatives analysis. The Alternatives to be analyzed are agreed upon.

July 18, 2002

AKT Developments meets with City staff, it is agreed that the NOP will be
sent out, a scoping meeting set up, and the traffic analysis will move
forward.

July 26, 2002

-

Joint City/Council Presentation on Natomas Joint Vision.
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THE DIEPENBROCK LAW FIRM

I
I

A PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION

JOHN V. °JACK" DIEPENBROCK
R . JAMES DIEPENBROCK(Retired)
_-_KAREN.L..DIEP_ENBROCK
KEITH W. McBRIDE
BRADLEY J. ELKIN
EILEEN M. DIEPENBROCK
MARK D. HARRISON
GENE K. CHEEVER
MICHAEL V. BRADY
LAWRENCE B. GARCIA

400 CAPITOL MALL, SUITE 1800
SACRAMENTO, CA 95814
(916) 446-4469
.,FACSIMILE '
_(916)46-453
HTTP`//W WVV-DIEPENBROCK.COM
E-MAIL
JVD@diepenbrock.com

SUSAN E. KIRKGAARD
MATTHEW L. EMRICK
__TIMOTHX J:-MILLER- - - CHRIS A. McCANDLESS
PATRICK M. SOLURI
BRADLEYf. L'ENGLE

December 18, 2001

I
1

^
I

Mr. Thomas W. Hutchings, Director
Count^ of Sacramento Planning Department
827 7t Street, Room 101
.Sacramento, CA 95814
North River Alliance
Re:
Our File No.: 1224-001
Dear Mr. Hutchings:
This letter will constitute the request ("Request") by the Landowners
comprising the North River Alliance for permission to file an application to enlarge the
Urban Service Boundary ("USB") -so to include the 876 ± acres at 1-80 and West El
Camino embraced by the North River-Concourse Area Plan. A copy of the Plan is
included as Attachment A.
As set forth in the Attachments to this Request, the North River Alliance
will seek entitlements to develop this area for retail and commercial uses that will
implement sustainable development ("smart growth") concepts and will be an
environmentally sound development including an acre for acre set aside for open space.
The retail and commercial uses will include an automall of the highest quality
complemented by a variety of travel and commercial facilities of similar. quality.
The following attachments are a part of this Request:
1.

Attachment A: The North River-Concourse Area Plan;

2..

Attachment B: North River/Capital Concourse Project Justification
Statement including the following Schedules:
i. Exhibit One: North River/Concourse Area Plan (also Attachment
A to this Request);
ii. Exhibit Two: North River Alliance Position Paper

I;UVD\JVD\1224.001\Sphere of Influence\121101 Itr of petition to Planning Department,doc

I
I

THE DIEPENBROCK LAW FIRM
Mr. Thomas Hutchings
12/18/01
Page 2

iii. Exhibit Three: Concourse Brochure
iv. Exhibit Four: Endorsement by, Ford Motor Company
Attachment C: List of"Landowners with applicable APN numbers
and parcel sizes.
Attachment D: Current Urban Service Boundary Map:
If you have any questions regarding this Request or the attachments
hereto, please.do not hesitate to contact me. It is our desire to work cooperatively with
your office so that the Board of Supervisors will have the benefit of any and all
information which may be necessary or helpful to the Board in considering this Request.
Very truly yours,

",,r,,"John V. Diepenbrock
= ---- __. Joining in this Request are the undersigned members of the Committee
which has been designated by the Landowners to spearhead this effort.

Cc: Mr. Terry Schutten
Mr. Bob Ryan
Ms. Tricia Stevens
Honorable Roger Dickinson

I:\JVDWD\1224.001\Sphere oflnfluence\12i 101 Itr of petition to Planning Department.doc
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PROJECT JUSTIFICATION STATEMENT
NORTH RIVER ALLIANCE/CAPITAL CONCOURSE PROJECT

I

1.

Project Description.
The North River Alliance/Capital Concourse project ("Project") is located on an

876-t acre site ("Site") on the west side of El Centro Road at the 1-80 and West El

I

Camino Avenue interchange. The Project is divided almost equally between urban
services (the Concourse and travel commercial uses) and open space. See the
Conceptual Site Plan included as Exhibit One. The basic information respecting the
_ Site (including ownership, present and potential future uses, constraints on agriculture,
airport relationship, open space and other matters) is set forth in the North River
'Alliance Position Paper dated December 3, 2001' ("Position Paper") included as Exhibit
Two. The Position Paper makes the following points:
1:

North River is truly surrounded by actual or planned development
which dictates urban use of the North River Lands.

2.

Agriculture is no. longer a viable long term land use for the North.
River Land.
Urban development'of North River will be compatible with
Sacramento International Airport.-

I:WVD\JVD\1224.001,\NORTH RIVER ALLIANCE. 12=13.doc

I
I
I
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4..

North River is a natural location for urban development and was
recognized as such by County Staff in its recent study of the entire
North Natomas area.

5.

I
^
^
I

North River Landowners are ready, willing and able to "self
mitigate" by a voluntary set aside of open space on an acre for acre
basis.

Each of the forgoing points is discussed in some detail in the Position Paper.
A full description of the Concourse portion of the Project is set forth in the Concourse
Brochure ("Brochure") prepared by EDSA dated June 1, 2000, a copy of which is
included as-Exhibit Three. It should be noted, however, that the Conceptual Site Plan
on page 9 of the Brochure has been revised and the current Plan is that attached hereto
as Attachment One.
The Concourse involves 300-350 acres and is the core of the Project as now
conceived. The remaining urban uses would consist of compatible travel commercial
services such.as restaurants, hotels, service stations and similar uses together with a
potential regional youth sports in the northwestern sector of the urban use portion of the
Site Plan.
The Concourse itself has been endorsed by Ford Motor Company as "the next
generation in retailing" which would be "a first=in-class destination" and "put Sacramento
in the forefront of transportation, and recreation retailing for decades to come." See the
July 19, 2001 Ford Motor Company letter included as Exhibit Four.

As such, the'

Concourse has attracted the keen attention and potential involvement of a number of
substantial automobile dealers whose existing' locations are no longer suitable to their
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needs and who therefore wish to relocate to a state of the art, multi-dealer project such

I

as the Concourse, this being the irreversible trend in automobile sales and service.
Market Demand for Project.
Market demand for a world class, state of the art sales and service facility for

I
1,

automobiles; boats, trucks, sports utility and recreational vehicles together with the
related amenities and accessories is substantial. Some of the local dealers.whose
franchise areas are confined to the Sacramento area are experiencing customer drain
to the auto malls at Roseville, Folsom and Elk Grove. Other dealers are operating from
facilities which are too small or for other reasons no longer suitable to their needs, i.e.,

I

functional and locational obsolescence. It is believed that the Concourse will provide
"first class" facilities to these dealers and help retain and enlarge their share of the local
market which will, of course, enhance the sale tax revenues accruing to the County.
Market demand also exists for travel commercial facilities to serve travelers on the 1-80
and the 1-5 travel corridors. Growth throughout the Sacramento region has increased
demand for travel commercial services including restaurants, hotels and service
stations: The-combination of the Concourse and the proposed travel commercial
services in a regional location only minutes away from each of'downtown and the,-

International Airport make this Project extremely attractive to the market.
-3.

Findings.
The intent of General Plan Policy LU-81 is to strengthen the importance of

maintaining the Urban Services Boundary (USB) as a long-range ultimate boundary for
extension of urban services. Policy LU-81. controls the amount. of land available for
development within the County by requiring that certain criteria be met to expand the

THE DIEPENBROCK LAW FIRM
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USB. Policy LU-81 also allows the Board discretion to approve. (by a four-fifths vote)

I

expansion of the USB upon finding that the expansion would provide extraordinary
environmental, social or economic benefits and opportunities to the County. The
requirement of a four-fifths vote provides assurance that a proposal to' expand the USB
will not be taken lightly.
While :there is no shortage of developable vacant acreage within the USB, _ it is
difficult if not impossible to find another location along the 1=80 or 1-5 freeways which
would accommodate the Project and allow a sufficient separation between the Project
and the Roseville Auto Mall. Similarly, almost any location along Highway 50 would run
into -a collision course with the Folsom Auto Mall. The same is true of Highway 99 with
its Elk Grove auto mall. It should be emphasized, however, that while the other
locations are irnportant to the foregoing analysis, none of the competing facilities bears
,any reasonable comparison to the nature and scope of the Concourse. In any event,
we believe there is a confluence of geographic location, market demand, available
services, access and'land economics which come together to establish the Project site
as. not only the ideal' but indeed the only viable site for the Concourse Project in
Sacramento County.

Ideal Regional Location.
Geographically, the project site is perfectly located closetothe 1-5 and 1-80
freeways, the region's two largest itransportation corridors. The I-80/West El Camino
interchange will immediately serve the Site and operates well under its designed
capacity. El Centro Road (which is proposed for major expansion) provides access

I
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along the eastern edge of the Site and El Camino Avenue dead ends at the doorstep of

i

the Project.
Travel Commercial uses within the Project are also ideally located to serve the
traveling public who can access the Site from the two Interstates..
Proximate to Public Services
Public services including sewer and water are located in El Centro Road adjacent
to the Site and logically may. be extended to provide adequate public service to the
Project Site. Other services to the Site, particularly roads, are not overly taxed or at
capacity, so existing infrastructure may be provided to the Project in a manner that is
not growth=inducing.
Designed as Functional Whole
The P^oject is designed so that each of its land uses is a component of an overall
regional theme to be planned by the noted firm of EDSA. As an integrated whole, the
Project will feature common design standards to ensure consistent quality design
among all uses as well as project design features (pedestrian walkways, smooth
interfaces among, uses, access ways) which interconnect uses. This comprehensive
,approach to design will promote an overall pedestrian-friendly design and will integrate
ancillary uses (restaurants, hotels, recreational facilities) with the sales facilities which,
when built, will result in implementation of the basic transit and pedestrian oriented
principles, of the General Plan.
Land Use Compatibility
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Proposed uses for the project are consistent with existing uses; that is, land
adjacent to the West El Camino/I-80 interchange immediately across from the proposed
project, is currently zoned Travel Commercial and General Commercial.
The proposed Project is approximately 876 acres, which is ample to buffer the
surrounding uses. Specifically, the urban intensive land uses are planned forthe
easterly side, near existing urban uses. The sales facilities will be in the interior and
well buffered by -the proposed open space within the Concourse itself as well as the 400
acres of open space to be dedicated on the west side of the Project. The Project's
natural buffering and transitional uses will further reduce the possibility of encouraging
growth.'
Economic Benefit to County.
_.
The Concourse alone will generate revenues for the-County that are significant

i

and unanticipated, including increased property, sales tax and transient occupancy tax.
Thus, the Concourse alone is expected to generate more than $2 Billion in sales when
functioning at its potential. Thus, the incremental annual sales tax revenue is ,.

significant. The Project will provide approximately over 1500 new service sector jobs.
.The County will also benefit from secondary and tertiary service related jobs that are
generated by the Project. The open space "self mitigation" will save millions of. dollars
otherwise required to purchase the open space lands on the west side of the Project.

Balancing of Land.Economics and Market Conditions

I
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The Concourse Project represents an investment of more than $150 million by

the Project proponent and the auto dealers expected to come to the Project.
Additionally, the development land needs to "carry" the open space land. This can be
made to work out because the Project is located on marginal agricultural land outside of
the USB, where land values are lower than within the USB.

1

Without the low land costs afforded by the project location (taken together with
the combined economic potential of Concourse and the proposed Travel Commercial
uses), the development of an auto mall of the magnitude and quality of the Concourse
Project and also providing the acre-for-acre open space would not be feasible
economically.
The combination of exceptional, indeed extraordinary circumstances that
surround the Project, including geographical location and site access, market demand
for the Concourse and travel commercial services, available infrastructure and public
services and the balancing of iand'costs and-upfront investment, render this Site ideal
for the Project.
Consistent with LU-81, the Board has discretion to approve expansion of the
USB upon finding that the expansion would provide benefits and opportunities to the

I
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County. The Concourse Project embodies the extraordinary environmental, social and
economic benefits and opportunities intended in LU-81 for expansion of the USB. In
summary; these extraordinary benefits include the following:
(1)

The contribution of some 400 acres of enhanced open space and

habitat land without.cost to anyone other than the Project team of developers and .
landowners.
(2)

The opportunity "for this open space land to be used and improved in a

manner consistent with the best environmental practices as determined by the
County and the environmental community in partnership with the Project team;

(3)

The establishment of a state of the art, `first in class" retail and

entertainment facility with regional drawing power..
(4)

The establishment of ,a facility expected to generate, more than $2.

Billion dollars in annual sales;
(5)

The establishment of a facility which, would complement rather than

intrude upon the operation of Sacramento International'Airport;
,(6)

The establishment of a facility close to downtown which would

'complement Downtown, Plaza as a regional draw;

1

I
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(7)- °The establishment of this facility in an area -already foUrvd'by-Gounty'
staff to be appropriate for urban uses (see Position Paper tab S);

I

(8)

The establishment of a Sacramento area facility to train motor vehicle

service people to deal with rapidly accelerating motor vehicle .technology;
(9). The,expected establishment of a museum (including a conference
facility) to honor the past and a research .facility - to explore the future of

r

transportation.
If further information or justification is desired, please let us know

Very truly yours, .
The Diepenbrock Law Firm
A Professional Corporation
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NORTH RIVER LANDS
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.TO ALL INTERESTED PARTIES

SUMMARY

This paper-has been prepared on-behalfof the members of the North-RiverAlliance who own approximately 822 acres of land in an area sometimes called North
River. : It is an update of prior reports-to the City of Sacramento S01 'Working Group and
to certain City and County officials.
North River is literally surrounded by actual or planned -:development. It lies
south of San Juan Road; is just west of the 1-5 Freeway and enjoys immediate access to
the 1-80/West El Camino interchange where freeway related development is progressing
rapidly. South Natomas is south and east ofNorth.River; North Natomas is east and north
of North River and extensive housing production is well underway immediately north of San
Juan Road; The Sacramento River and with its upscale riverbank homes, forms North
River's western boundary. See the map attached as Tab A.

',Report to Interest Parties Vers.4.12-1 1-01.wpd
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The Alliance consists of small landowners and family farmers who have
farmed in the Natomas area for periods as long as 75 years. Their names-and parcel sizes
are shown at Tab B and an ownership map is provided at Tab C.
.Our clients believe that, development of the surrounding areas have so
encroached upon their lands that aggravated by other factors, agriculture is no longer
feasible and, therefore,, an open space designation would be confiscatory. Rather, they
believe that their area is so close to existing and planned urban development, so well
served by existing roadways (and: importantly the 1-80/West Ell Camino interchange), so
easy to serve with water, sanitary sewer, drainage and other utilities as to be an ideal
candidate for development.

For these, reasons, our clients while respectful of the

Community's desires for substantial open space and Protection of habitat values in North
Natomas,. nonetheless, believe that the concept of "smart growth" mandates a thoughtful
and environmentally sound development of the North River land, including significant open
space within and alongside the `development. Our clients' position was validated by the
study made by County Staff and exhibited at the County's. Landowner Workshop on May
15, 2001. Area IV of this study covers the County land south of San Juan Road, including
'all of the North River land. Appropriate uses', and constraints on all of the North Natomas
lands were set fort h by County Staff. in the. Matrix attached hereto at Tab D. The "Factors
Limiting Urbanization" in Area IV will all be discussed in this paper and none is believed to
prevent urban uses of a substantial portion of North River. Of the "Potential Land Uses"
shown inthe Matrix; we believe further study of.information like that set forth in Section II
of this report will diminish Agriculture as viable use and "River-related recreation." relates
Report to Interest Parties Vers.4.12-11-01:wpd
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to the river front and the lands abutting Garden Highway which are not included in the
Alliance. See Tab C. This leaves " Non-residential" and "Residential" as potential uses,
both of which are consistent with the objectives of the Alliance.
Our clients are committed to working with the County and the City in the
planning for actual development of the area. In an earlier time, a residential development
was considered along the lines of the Conceptual Plan attached at Tab E which later was
revised to include a lake with adjacent-parkland in a development very similar to the North
Stockton Grupe project called Brookside. At present, however, a substantial portion of
North River has been committed to the 350 acre Concourse project which has been
proposed to City and County representatives. The original Conceptual Site Plan for the
Concourse project is attached at Tab F and more detail is available upon request. _Let it
suffice to say that.these are excellent examples of the differing development concepts for
which North River is well situated. As will be shown, agriculture is no longer the highest
and best use of this land and an open space designation for the entire area would waste
an asset which is valuable to its°owners, the County, the City and the entire region. As set
forth in Section V, however, the Alliance has been participating in the City's Sphere of
Influence Working Group and has been working with the Concourse developer to move
that project closer to El Centro and provide a generous open space area on the west side
of the area.

Report to Interest Parties Vers.4.12-11-01.wpd
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I
AGRICULTURE IS NO LONGER A VIABLE
LONG-TERM LAND USE FOR NORTH RIVER

Surrounding Urban Development Conflicts with Agriculture in *North
River.
1.

Farming Is A Heavy Industry Which Conflicts With Urban
Development. Especially Residential Development.

Modern agriculture is an intensive land use, similar in many ways to heavy
industry. Farmers must use heavy .machinery to prepare land for planting; to maintain ^
crops and to harvest them; they must apply. pesticides, herbicides and fertilizers to their
crops, often by means of aerial spraying; they must use public roads for slow-moving farm
vehicles; they typically begin work very early in the -morning, and frequently .continue

working until late at, night, well beyond normal business hours.
These and other farming activities are, incompatible with nearby urban_ land
uses. Smoke, dust, agricultural chemicals and noise all drift onto neighboring lands
creating a potential.- if not actual nuisance, and stimulating complaints from- neighboring
businesses and homeowners. The result, of course, is governmental restrictions on the
farmers, such as limiting hours of operation, restricting burning to certain days, prohibiting
aerial applications of agricultural chemicals to days without wind, prohibiting certain
chemicals entirely, enforcing substantial contributions to water-treatment facilities to
alleviate. the effects of chemical residues in water used for irrigation, and so on.

Report to Interest Parties Vers:4,.12-11-01':wpd
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The 1985 EIR on the North Natomas Community Plan, discussed at length.
the inevitable conflicts between agricultural uses adjacent to urban uses. The EIR called
attention to "hazards and nuisances" resulting from agriculture-urban conflicts, including
these examples of-how agriculture^interferes with nearby urban. development.-.
Exposure to pesticides and herbicides.
Exposure .to smoke from burning and dust' from soil
preparation.
c.

Noise generation, especially at night-and in the early morning.'
[When noise causes a nuisance, local governments adopt'"noise control ordinances. Agricultural operations and activities
can be noisy, Thus run afoul of local regulations_

d.

Hazards to children, such-as unprotected irrigation channels.
Exposure to mosquitos which breed in flooded fields.

The EIR also observed that urban development has harmful effects on,

Farmers must limit hours of farming operations.
Limitations on burning, restrictions on the. application' of
pesticides and herbicides.

C.

Restrictions on aerial applications of chemicals.

d.

Vandalism, trespassing, and theft due to 'nearby urban uses.

See City 'of Sacramento,. "North Natomas Community Plan Draft
Environmental Impact Report," Pages L-56 (July 1, 1985).
Report to Interest Parties Vers.4.12-11-01.wpd
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These issues are not academic. Specifically:
In 1996, a local farmer (Ken Aoyama) was killed by a driver who struck his
tractor being,moved from a field south of San Juan Road to headquarters on El Centro.
Pedestrians, bicyclists and rush hourtrafficon roadways conflict dangerously
with farm equipment movements.
Theft, vandalism and dumping of garbage are out of control in the'area.
Former Sacramento County Agricultural Commissioner; Leland Brown, has
written, that "the closer the farming operations are to people, the more problems we can
expect and. the-more restrictive the regulatory controls." His July 8, 1985 letter to Perry

I

Farms is attached at Tab Gtogether with a sir,ilar February '16, 2001: letter from his
successor, Frank Carl. Brownnoted that adjacent urban developmentmakes agricultural,

use of airplanes almost impossible, since,the Federal Aviation Administration prohibits
flying low over populated areas. He also described how a farmer could be prohibited from
using certain chemicals, unless he could somehow insure that neither children nor pets
could get into his fields. Agricultural burning causes an even more difficult problem.. Only
when the wind. is blowing away from populated areas are farmers allowed to burn rice
stubble and otherwastes. Unfortunately, the prevailing wind patterns are not cooperative.
Sacramento's Wind Patterns Make the Agriculture-Urbanization
Conflicts in North River Worse.
Due to the prevailing wind patterns in the Sacramento Valley, encroaching
urban development severely restricts agriculture in North River. Now that North and South

I

Natomas development is in place, whenever the wind is blowing to the north or.northeast

Report to Interest Parties Vers.4.12-11-01:wpd.'
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or to the south or southeast, farmers in North River will'not be able to apply pesticides,
herbicides, fertilizers or other chemicals, or burn fields; even plowing and grading, which
cause dust, may be affected.
These activities would be too harmful to neighboring urban dwellers. The
map, attached, at Tab H, shows. the prevailing windflow patterns in the Natorrmas area.
When the wind blows from the northwest toward the'southeast (about one-fourth of the
days in 'the year) the fertilizers, pesticides, dust and other material drift from North River
across the western portion of. South Natomas. When the wind blows from. the southwest
to the northeast (over,'half of the days of the year) these winds will carry the fertilizers,
pesticides-and 'dust directly into the adjacent North Natomas.

The complaints from .

neighboring_ areas have demonstrated that our clients' fears are real, not fancied. Some
of the complaints go way back to 1986. For example, see the "Incident Report" attached
at. Tab 1.

t

The constraints on sometimes critical aerial applications, are demonstrated
by the attached February 6, 2001 letter from Farm Air Flying Service ( aerial application no
longer available) and the February 20, 2001 letter from Agrifarm reciting the crop damage

i

resulting from uncontrolled beetles in the summer of 2000. See Tab J and Mr. Perry's
August 8, 2000 letter to Supervisor Dickinson attached at Tab K. An unfortunate symptom
of the overall problem of encroachment is ,that even seas.onal hunting = a farmer's
traditional sport - is now off limits in North River. See the February 6, 2001 County Sheriff
letter attached at Tab L.
Farming In North River Is No Longer Economically Viable.
Report to Interest Parties Vers.4.12-11-01.wpd
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In part because of encroaching urbanization, in part because of the changing
economics of agriculture and compounded by a high water table, farming is no longer an
economically viable use of land in North River. The Perry family has been farming in North
River for over 50 years. They own and farm 220 acres in the area, and are universally
.recognized as good farmers. They separately account for their operations as farmers
(Perry Farms) and as landowners (Perry Family). Sadly, over the past five years, Perry
Farms in its operations in North River has lost a total of $79,162.00, and the Perry Family
has lost a total of $54,326.00, making a total loss in five years of $133,488.00 or almost
$27,000 per year, growing-crops such as safflower, milo, wheat, corn, pumpkins and sugar
beets. A detailed spreadsheet is provided in Tab M.
The Alliance includes the owners of the 155_acre;Moyer. Ranch= which is

actually farmed by Perry Farms. Over the past five years the Moyers have suffered a
.$20,589.00 loss from the farming operation on their land. A detailed breakdown of their
crop income and expense is included at Tab N . The Alliance also includes the Weaver
family members who own 38 acres just west of Ell Centro Road at the foot of the I-80/West
El Camino off ramp. The four year profit and loss statement for the Weaver property.is
also included at Tab O.and shows a total loss of $18,107 for the period.
The fact that the land in North River is of only moderate quality for the crops
.that can be grown in the area is a further factor in these losses. Because of the heavy clay
soils in the area,. the high water table and poor drainage, especially, poor subsurface.
drainage, the land is not as suitable for farming as its "prime agricultural land" designation
would indicate. See Tabs P and Q containing letters from John Taylor Fertilizers, Yolo
Report to Interest Parties Vers.4.12-11-01.wpd
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Engineers and Surveyors, Inc., and the Sacramento County Cooperative Agricultural
Extension, describing the "prime" agricultural land in North River. The high water table
underlying the land has been" exacerbated in recent years by reoperation of the Oroville
- and Folsom Dams which has resulted in higher river flows designed to aid the salmon
population and meet other environmental concerns.
This critical condition is further exacerbated by the fact that declining
agricultural production and other economic issues have caused closure of vital processing

I

plants in the area. Specifically, the closing of the Woodland and Tracy sugar plants leaves
.the region without a viable market for its sugar beets.

See the 'January 31, 2001

Sacramento Bee. article and the January 2001 Ag Alert story at Tab R. Similarly, and as
-- .we all.know,.the tomato processing plants in.and,near Sacramento all have closed and .the
"Big Tomato" is no, more.
We believe the foregoing amply justifies deletion of "Farmland protection"
from Area IV of County Staffs Matrix of "Limitations, Opportunities. and Potential Uses,"
and to qualification of "Agriculture" under Potential Land Uses as "Interim" or "Minor.", As
noted above, a copy of the Matrix is attached at Tab. D.
III
URBAN DEVELOPMENT OF NORTH RIVER WILL BE COMPATIBLE
WITH SACRAMENTO INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

As responsible citizens our clients recognize the need to protect our Airport
from encroaching urban _development - particularly residential development with its
attendant concerns over aircraft noise. Fortunately, the noise contours recently distributed

1
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by Rob Leonard of the County Airport Department shows that the area south of San Joan
Road is now almost entirely outside the 55 CNEL contour and that contour is moving
progressively north of San Juan Road. See the Contour Maps at Tab S which are colored
to show the North River Land.

Further, and as you know, intensive residential

development is already underway considerably north-of San Juan Road.

Accordingly,

County Staffs Matrix, "Limitations, Opportunities. and Potential. Uses", correctly shows
airport issues as a^°minor" limitation on Area IV. See. Tab D. Indeed, the Concourse.
project would, we believe, obviate. any and all airport issues.
IV
NORTH RIVER IS THE NATURAL RECIPIENT OF A
SIGNIFICANT SHARE OF NEEDED RESIDENTIAL
DEVELOPMENT INFSACRAMENTO

North River is a natural,location forfuture urban development in Sacramento.
It is contiguous to existing and planned development,. minutes away from the two largest
employment centers in 'the Sacramento region (downtown Sacramento and the, North
Natomas community) and it is bounded on two sides by major freeways. See City of"
Sacramento, "Draft General Plan, 1986-2006," Page 24 and Proposed Land Use- Map
(January 16; 1987.) Among the key determinants of the location of future urban growth are
.the existence of nearby urbanization, the, availability of major transportation systems,
employ.ment=based demand, for new housing, and local government's ability to provide
necessary public services. North. River has all of these characteristics, and therefore

Report to Interest, Parties Vers.4.12-11-01.wpd
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residential development in this area would be very appropriate if entitlements, for the

^

Concourse project were not forthcoming.

OPEN SPACE
As stated -above, North. River landowners are fully aware of the community
desire for an open space set aside for habitat and other environmental considerations.. To
that end, they have committed to the City and to County staff their willingness to "self

mitigate" by a voluntary set aside of one acre of "open space"for each acre of. permitted
development. They are also fully committed to negotiate fairly: and in good faith to reach
a mutually satisfactory disposition of "open space."
.Additionally;,o.ur clients have been working with _the_Concourse developerto.
reorient the project toward El Centro and provide a broad band of open space to the. west
aggregating over 480 acres in addition to set asides forparks buffers, lakes and a potential
.sports area all as shown on the North River-Concourse :Plan (Conceptual) attached at
Tab T. This Plan also extends the original Concourse Plan for development (Tab F) clear
up to San Juan Road.

VI*
CONCLUSION
As' stated above, the North River land owners are neither able nor willing to
,see their lands frozen into the existing use.

These lands are more than ready for

immediate development. Imposition ofeitheran area wide open space or a one-mile green
belt on North River lands, with or without a permanent classification for agricultural use
Report to Interest Parties Vers.4:12-11-01.wpd
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would be wrong for all of the reasons set forth in this report, and we respectfully request
its careful consideration by local government and all interested parties.
As always, we would welcome comments by readers of this paper. Thank
you.
Respectfully submitted,
THE DIEPENBROCK LAW FIRM
A Professional Corporation

cc:

Interested, Parties

Report to Interest Parties Vers.4.1'2-11-01,.wpd
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NATOMAS LANDOWNERS
Masaki Group

85

APN: 225 0210 026; 225 0210 _ 027
225 0210 028, 225 0210 029
Gurmukh Gosal
APN: 225 0210 001; 225 0210 002
225 0210 -003

18

Costa Family Trust

18

APN: 225 0210. 004,
Weaver Family`
APN: 225 0210 006

.37

Koomori:,an/Yenovkian

34

APN: 274 0010 071
Perry Farms
APN: 274 00.10 043; 274 0010 049
274 0010 050; 274 001.0 069
274 ,0010 037; 274 0010. 018

239

Moyer- -Group
APN: 225 0210 01,6; 225 0210 017
225 02.10 040; 225 0210 041
Charles Marston
APN: 225 0210 024;. 225 0210 021

75

Ludvina Benvenuti
APN: 225 0210 008; 225 0210 0,09

121

225 0210 010
Bastiao. Farms, Inc.
APN: 274 0010 055; 274 0010 056

36

Atkinson/Ekstrom
APN: 2250210 038
Perry, FKA Martinell Property

12

APN:

37

225 0120 005
876
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Limitations, Opportunities and Potential Uses

Area

Factors Limiting:
Urbanization,
Flooding
Habitat protection
Farmland protection

II

Iv

Airport Impacts
Limited Access
Habitat protection
Distant from urbanized
areas
Airport Impacts
Habitat protection
Farmland protection

Habitat protection
Farmland protection-.
Airport issues (minor)

Factors Promoting : Potential Land Ljses'
Urbanization
Near urban services
Potent^ai future transit

Agriculture
n Commercial/Industrial
Residential
Flood^tain
. Agriculture

Open space uses

Near urban services
Adjacent to Frceway
Borders Metro AirPark
& North Natomas
Comm.1,
Area
Borders Sac. River

Near urban services
Adjacent to freeways

River-related recreation!,;
Potential future Airport''
expansion
Agriculture
Open space

n Non-residential

n
n
n
n

Agriculture
River-related recreation
Non-residential
Residential

More refined analysis may preclude some uses from portions of these areas.
Further study is under way regarding this area related to the County's Urban Service Boundary Special Study.
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COUNTY OF SACRAMENTO
W. LELAND BROWN
AGRICULTURAL COMMISSIONER

DIRECTOR OF WEIGHTS AND MEASURES
4137 BRANCH CENTER ROAD. SACRAMENTO,' CALIFORNIA 95827
TELEPHONE ( 916) 366-2003

July 8, 1985
Perry Farms
Joe and Joaquin Perry
1831 Garden Highway
Sacramento, California 95833
Dear Mr Perry:
You asked how the regulations enforced.by this officewill affect
your farming operations if development should occur adjacent to
your, property. With regards to your property, we are primarily;
'concerned with.the regulation of pesticide use and. the control 'of
agricultural burning. °

I

rGene'rally, the closer the farming operations are to people the
more
problems we can expect., and the more restrictive the
regulatory controls.
The application of pesticides by air
becomes especially. troublesome, because aerial applications are
more--sub ject - to off--target= d-rift.J ---Iti-s- f-or° this =reason - that °- - T°
your pesticide permit -is conditioned to prohibit the aerial
application of category 1(highl3E toxic) pesticides within 500
feet of any dwelling or other areas where people may become
exp.osed. ,The use of Parathion on rice for shrimp control would
be an example of,a.material that might be prohibited if your rice
was grown next to.a populated area. In addition, the FAA rules
require additional controls when pest control planes -are flying
over congested areas...Turn-arounds are completly prohibited below
500 feet over populated areas. , This in itself could make the use
of aircraft for pest 'control next to impossible unless. the,
farming operation was*quite large.

Additional restrictions may also be imposed for some ground
pesticide applications.
As an example, Paraquat cannot beap.plied to areas that may be contacted, by children or pets. A.
permit for the use of Paraquat next to^ asubdivision, school or
park would not be allowed unless some means, could be found to
keep the children and pets out of-the field.
Every year new restrictions are placed on pesticide use, and the
problems mentioned above will become more burdensome with time.

I
I
I

2/In some ways, the control of smoke from agricultural burning 'is,
even more difficult to deal with than pesticides./ While the
intent. of=pest-icide=--reg-uiations is- to- keep- the- pest-ic-ide-an the
pro-per.ty, with burning the aim is to get the smoke off the
property, mixed,with the air, and disbursed away from populated
areas.
We do this primarily by allowing burning only when wind
will carry the smoke away from people, or to allow the smoke to
rise and dissapate if theze is sufficent distance between the
burning and the people. The Sacramento Air Pollution Control
District Regulations prohibit burning in Natomas when the wind-is
out of the north to protect the City of Sacramento. However, if
development should occur :to the north of your Natomas property,
it will be.very-difficult to allow any burning because people
will be impacted by either a north or south wind, unless several
miles separate the burning from the people. '

If I may be of further.assistance, please give me a call.
Very truly yours,
.
j
^

Leland Brown; , '
Agricultural"Commissio;ner

COUNTY OF SACRAMENTO
AGRICULTURAL COMMISSIONER
WEIGHTS & MEASURES

Frank E. Carl
Agricultural Commissioner
Director of Weights and Measures

Phooe (916) 875=6603=== -'

4137 Branch -Center Road -- _ -+-- °=-Sacramento°California 95827-3897- =

=° -

Fax (916)-875=6150

February 16, 2001
Joe Perry
Perry Farms

3705 El Centro Road
Sacramento, CA 95833

In response to your.questions concerning the difficulty of farming in close proximity to urban
development, you are quite correct, the physical and economic barriers are significant if not
impossible in some situations to overcome. This office advocates a minimum buffer area between
agricultural zoning and urban development of. 300 feet and we prefer to see a 500 foot buffer,
although that is often difficult to. obtain. In the north area of the county where the city has recently
expanded its development the. 300 foot buffer has been the accepted guideline. There is nothing in
law that m andates such a buffer, it 'is simply prudent planning to maintain some minimal buffer to
allow the continued agricultural use of the adjoining property. In your situation: where you have now.
been.,surrounded _on three sides by development, even a300 foot buffer;provides -little help-if you are _
in need of.aerial applications of pesticides to provide timely pest control on your crop.
I was not at all surprised when you told me you could not get a fixed wing operator to apply
pesticides on your crop, but I was surprised that you were also unsuccessfuI. at locating .a helicopter
to perform the job. With.a 300 foot buffer, and proper.wind conditions, this office would not have a
problem allowing the.application of most.pesticides on your property. The applicator is, of course,
required_to confine the pesticide product to the treatment area (your crop) but that can normally be
accomplished with little proble:n using a helicopter. From whut I now understar;d, the applicators are
being forced. by their insurance, carriers to limit their exposure to liability and refuse to apply
pesticides by air in close proximity to urban development. So long as the helicopter does not turn
over the urban area, there is no legal restriction that I am aware of that would prevent the helicopter. .

from flying in those situations where-they- can stay within the boundaries of the field.
Farming on the urban edge is very difficult and requires the grower to have great patience and
imagination regarding methods to obtain pest control, reduce dust and noise and still be able to
produce a profrtable crop. There are of course some advantages if you find your niche (which I think
you have done admirably well over the years) in that you have an immediate market place at the :
edge of your property. Obviously however, the challenges outweigh the advantages. This office
.supports your right to farm on your property so long as you choose to do so. We will support your
right to continue to. use pesticide products to control agricultural pests on your crops, so long as you
are able to utilize methods that prevent the contamination of the environment or the off site drift of
pesticides to neighboring properties. While we try to encourage the use of reduced risk pesticides,
we will allow the use of any products that are labeled for the crops and methods of application that
are suitable in your situation.

Planning policy and implementation of those policies are not within the purview of this department.
While we encourage the use of buffer areas adjacent to agricultural properties,. that alone is not the
solution to the problems arising from urban/agriculture interfaces. New home buyers moving into
residences adjacent to agricultural operations in the unincorporated areas are required by county
_
deHowevei, this ordinance has no force or authority
code to be- notified of the nght to farm
within the City of Sacramento. I am not aware of the City taking any formal position in the form of
a n ordinance or policy to protect the rights of agricultural operations within the city limits. It is
generally expected, at least by this office, that if a city has annexed a section.of land into the citylimits; it is their intent to develop that property and not leave it in agricultural operations.
I hope that you are able to continue to successfully farm your property. The community has much to
gain. by continuing to have farming and ranching as a core ingredient in the local economy. For that
to happen however, conscious decisions must be made by planners to protect the farming enterprise
from encroachment from the urban community. While this department is charged with a number of
regulatory . responsibilities that include protection of the environment and public safety, we will
continue to support agriculture and the growers who practice the art and science of farming.

'--F6nk1S-dr1
Agricultural Commissioner
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COUNTY OF SACRAMENTO
W. LELAND BROWN
AGRICULTURAL COMMISSIONER
DIRECTOR-OF:WEIGHTS-AND MEASURES-=-;
41]7 BRANCH CENTER;ROAD..SACRAMENTO. CALIFORNIA' 95627
TELEPHONE (916) 366-2003

AUGUST 8,- 1986
PESTICIDE
INCIDENT REPORT
ROGER ANDREOLLA

A complaint was
Cominissioner of.SacramentoYCountyaonr8/4/B6gatc81O7ralm
The
complaining
party was Mr. Roger Andreolia of 3131 Swallows
Drive, Sacramento,
CA 958.33 ,
phone - 3 23-0 542.
Home phone - 924=0923, Work
The-complaint was in regards to a
Yellow plane spraying
pesticides between 6-7:30 a.m.
on 8/4/86. (1r- Andreolla was
'Jogging
onin
Swallow's Nest Road near the Garden Highway, There
was
a mist
'`^oegi rig.; air floating _into-homes and- was-so -bad he had to
The -P).ane was flying
the complex.
north to south just west of
I Interviewed John Warner OZ. Farm Air Flying Service
Mr.
WarnerNest
was Gomplex.
the pilot who made the application ad,)acent4tosthe
Swallow's
He was' .spraying tomatoes belonging to Perry Farms
and the west side of field 14. (See enclosed ma
fields 13, 1
pesticides applied were:.
p•)
The
Thiodan

(Endosulfan,` an insecticide)
Dithane (Dithiocarbamates
Wettable 'Sulphur ( a' fungicide)unB3cide^
(See^. attached Pesticide Use Report)

,

For'information on these chemicals, attached are.entr
Clinical Toxicology of Commerical Products
acts from
On August 6, 1986, a composite sample
from the east side of the lawn areaof vegetation was taken
ampl was
various shrubs and trees lying betweenTtheslawnearea andethef
houses.

Samples were gathered beginning at 3131 Swallow's Nest
Drive.and south to 2235 Swallow's Nest Drive.

t

This sample was submitted to,the State of California
Laboratory for analyais of Thiodan, Dithane and Sulphureonstry
8/6/86.

-

_

_..

l: - _ ,-., - .. . , _ _,---

tha t

theathreettestdand so6the first my samp e
sample!, A,.-8686-1 willbe run for
Thiodan and Sulphur.
A second sample was collected-from the same area by Charles
Mellor, Sr.. Agricultural Biologist, on 8/7/86 and submitted'
to the Chemistry Lab on 8/7/86 (Sample #CM348786) for analysis
of Dithane.
As soon as the results are learned, copies will be forwarded to
Hr. Andreolla.

I

The wind speed and wind directions for 8/4/86 between 6:00 A.m.
and 8:00 a.m. were obtsined from John Kinny of the California
State Air Resources Rr,n,=,a ..., n.7 ,o-.
-- -, •.
Metro Airport was calm.
Downtown (Sacramento),
McClellan A.F.B.

I.

I
i

.

SSE
SSE

2 m.'p. h.
2 m.p.h.;

The wind direction is^consistent with the
complaint. of
Mr, Andreolla.
Recommend action, if any, will,depend on-the
results of the chemical analysis:

Farm Air gtying ,Ser*uice, Inc.
4425 W. 'Riego Road
Sacramento,
--__-.__ ^ CA 9583
(916) 922-9063
(916) 922-7323 Fax
flylo4u@msn com

Perry Farms
%,/oe Perry
3705 El Centro Road
Sacramento, C4,95834.

02/06/01

Dear Mr. Perry,
We regret to inform you that after 35 years.as a valued customer, we
may be unable to provide you our aerial application services due to xhe.
proposed and ongoing development surrounding your farming operation.,_.If.
you have any'guestions or concerns regarding this matter, please call us at
(916) 922-9063.

Wilbert R. Porter

August 8, 2000
Perry Farms
3705 El Centro Rd
Sacramento, Calif. 95834

The Honorable Roger Dickinson, Supervisor Sacramento County
700 H Street, suite 2450
Sacramento, California 95814
Re:. Natomas area farthing
Dear'Supervisor. Dickinson:
This letter is written to confirm our discussion with your assistant, Mr. Cortez. As we conveyed to Mr.,'
Cortez,.no aerial applicator. is willing to apply pesticides or fungicides to our pumpkin field located north of
Interstate 80 and west of El Centro Road. The reason is because of all of the development that has occurred,
in the area over the last few years. Your assistant implied that the City of Sacramento is the entity at fault:
Both the City and the County can share the blame because both entities have allowed development to occur
in the imrnediate area. The fact is that we may lose our entire crop and at a minimum we will incur a
substantial crop loss. Finger pointing by the County and the City will fail to alleviate our economic losses.

^

When you visited our farm in 1998 you were able to see how much and how close development, was to.
farm property: In the last two years, more houses have been built, a mini storage complex is%eing built
and a large housing development is in the process of being built; north of San Juan Road and west of El
Centro Road. Because of all this development, agriculture is no longer
economically viable in this area.
^For-he
the
f last fifteen years we have be en telling the County and the City - what was going to happen when all"
surrounding area developed. It is apparent that our pleas fell on deaf ears. Our question is, "WHAT
NOW'?
The County has chosen to leave this area as agriculture in, the general plan, while being told that the
viability for agriculture was going to be affected by alt the surrounding development. Now that this area is
no longer viable for agriculture, what do you suggest we do with this property that the Perry family has
invested a lifetime of effort and money?
As `we indicated to Mr. Cortez anyone wanting to observe the problem is invited to our farm to personally
see for themselves what problems exist: No knowledge of agriculture is needed; just a little.common sense.
We will-forward you written documentation from the aerial-applicator, as to the reason for their
unwillingness to service our area.
We'await your response.

rry, Farms
Cc. Members of the Board
Members of the City Council
Garry'=Stonehouse, Planning Director
Jack^Diepenbrock, Attorney at law
0S040000.jp

LOU BLANAS
Sheriff
February 6, 2001

John Perry.
Perry Farms
3705 El Centro Road
Sacramento, California 95834
Dear Mr. Perry:

Sacramento County Code section 9.40.060 was last amended in 1986, when the Board of Supervisors heard public testimony on the on
the closure of shooting in the area of your farm. Seasonal hunting.has been allowed on your. property through the 1998 Hunting.
Season. Although our records indicated that strong restrictions were placed on your permit limiting the area that could be used for
hunting. I recall our conversation at the time that the license was issued that concerns were expresses as to the development in the,
area adjacent to.,your land. I also recall subsequent conversations in the fall of 2000 in which you express frustration in the fact that,
you could not develop the property into housing because of the County Regulations. Nor could you use the property for hunting
because the development was encroaching onto the perimeter of your property. The Sheriff Department responsibility is to deal with
the public safety aspect of your request to allow shooting on the property. The development along El Centro Road to include the
Microtec Inn, Natomas Self Storage, Chevron gas station, Golf and Skate facility all are new to the area. There are also three or four
new homes'on the Eastside of Garden Highway adjacent to your property.- All of this development increases the possibility that someone could get injured if shooting was allowed. At the end of our conversation in 1999 when your request was denied I recall that
you agreed with the assessment of the situation and made no request for a written letter. In our conversation in the fall of 2000 our
,conversation `was to when the closure occurred and who was responsible for developing the regulations., Again I don't recall a request
for a written letter.
.Today it appears that'that area within the City of Sacramento just North of San Juan Road and the City of Sacramento East and West
of 'El Centro is currentlyin.the process of being developed into housing. I personally survey the area today and continue to believe
that allowing seasonal-hunting on the property would endanger the public and should be banned.
I have attached a copy of the Sacramento County Code 9.40.060. which outlines restricted shooting. Also additional county code
sections maybe found at web site Xx"w \i':('O(`O.CO.SA(.'R:\\tf:\T( `.(":\.1`ti
I also wish to express my sincere apology for any misunderstand on this issue of'a formal denial letter and hope: that this letter will
provide you the information that you requested.
Please feel free to contact me a (916) 874-5086.
Very truly yours,
SHERIFF, LOU BLANAS

I

4L--)^^-^e ective Fred Mason
Special Investigations Bureau

REFER ALL CORRESPONDENCE TO. SACRAMENTO SHERIFFS DEPARTMENT • P.O: BOX 988 • SACRAMENTO, CA 95812-0988

PERRY FARMS AND PERRY FAMILY
Financial. Analysis of Farming Activities of Family Owned Property (220 acres)
1996 Through 2000
1996

1997

$ 44,964
7,200
2,000

$ 29,455
-

1998

1999

2000

Total

21.433
-

Perry Farms (farmer's share)
.Income,by.crop:
Safflower
Milo
Wheat
Corn
Pumpkins
Sugar beets
Trees

$

-

$

2,500
-

$

75,602
-

18,654
21,716
126,289

98,352
7,200
2,000
51,194
97,318
`126,289

78,102

188,092

382,353

12,340
29,900
2,284 _
7,250
28,390
8,360
18,250.
10,250
4,480--

6,600
3,520
131,624.

32,311
44,500
2,080
7,550
22,350
5,700
20,410
1,300
2,460
7,650
3,520
149,831

. 73,686
156;600
. 7,948
22,830
74,110,
25,480
48,690
10,250
. 8,920
2,460
16,320
34,050
15,080
496,424

38,261

32,540

54,164

.61,995

13,537
21,800
1,540
2,500
6,920
4,000
3,800
900

15,498
32,900
2,044
. 5,530
16,450
7,420
6,230
2,240

-

Expenses:
Crop share to Perry family
Ground work
Planting
Seed
Fertilizer and_ chemicals
Irrigation.
Harvesting
Contract labor
Cultivation
Freight
Tree costs
Overhead
Interest

Income (Loss)
Government-payments
Net Income (Loss)

-

8,160.
8,160
6,600
6,600
3,520
3,520
73,277- - J 1061592
(19,113)
3;519
$ (15,594)

11,035
7,982
'358
7,350
26,725

.

(35,100)

(53,522)

5,442.

6,20_4

13,74_4

$ (39,155)'

$ (28,896)

$ (39;778)

$ 44,261

$

$

$' 30,551 :$ 107,585

$

.

6,600 _
1,000
35,100

. (44,597)
^

Perry Family ( landowner's share)'
Income:
Rents/governmenYpayments $ 32,438
Expenses:
Taxes
Water
Professional services.
Machine hire .
Interest

27,500
-

7,300

12,265
10,534
1,910
6,139
30,848

17,147

11,168
6,176
1,026
5,263
5,739
29,372

20,149

6,000

11,128 `
14,159
16,095
4,471
45,853

11,256
6,064
6,995
4,798
29,113

(114,071)
34,909
$ • (79,162).

56,852
44,915
10,289
21,358
. 28,497
161,911

Net Income (Loss)

$ _ 5,713

$ (23,548)

$ (12,225)

$--(25,704)

$

Combined Income (Loss)

$ (9,881)

$ (62,703)

$ (41,121)

$ (65,482)

$ 45,699.

$ (133,488)

Income (Loss) per Acre

$ (44.91)

$ (285.01)

$ (186.91)

$ (297.65)

$ 179.21

$ (121.35)

02050100_k1b

1,438

$ (54,326)

MOYER RANCH"
155 Acres
Five Year Crop Income and Expenses
1996 Through 2000'

I

2000 -- Total

1999

1998 °

1997" °

-1996
Crop Income:
$

$ .11,030

Milo

7,637
3,637.

Safflower

9,521

874

918

4,092-

$ 18,667

-

$

$

$

2,500

2,500

Pumpkins

8,888

"Com
Sugar beets
Government payments

7,637

16,525

10,138

10,138

1.204

2:790

2,599

--6,593

11.030

11,274

7,796

12,596

21,248

63,944

Taxes

8,734

9,297

4,378

13;098

9,346

44,853

Reclamation district

21740

1,417

Direct, Expenses:

i

Natomas Mutual Water Distri ct
Management Fees

11,482

24,370
Income (Loss)

$(13,340)

$

I
I

I
1

1.042 `

4,080

400

661

15,852

11.372

18,155

14,784

84,533

4 578

3 576

(5,559)

6 464

$(20.589)

$

°

I

4,396

4,396

.563 .

1.414

4,157
31,443

6,594

4,575

.

-

^

- ^ -

WEAVER LAND
38 Acres
Four Year Crop Income and Expenses
1997 Through 2000
INCOME:

.2000.

1999

1998

1997

Total

2,290

4.002

4,835

13,109

265

536

299

1,100.

1,982

2,555

4,538

5,134

14,209

Water

1,200.

.1,588

1,059,

1,588

5;435

Property Taxes

2,751

7,704

. 7,475

7,542

25;472

Miscellaneous

1,289

-

-

1,289

Crop Income

1,982

USDA
TOTAL INCOME

EXPENSES:

Crop insurance
TOTAL EXPENSES
Income (Loss)

I
I
I

I
i

.

-

0

0

60

60

120

5,240

. 9,292

8,594

9,190

32,316

(3,258)

$

(6,737)
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$

(4,056)

$

(4,056)
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TELEPHONE 991-4451

POST OFFICE'BOX 1-5289.... SACRAMENTO. CALIFORNIA 95851

Sacramento County Board' of Supervisors-and' all interested parties:
I'm writing this letter on behalf of
'Perry Farr.:s,
them to be above average farmers.

1
I
I

and I consider

I've worked- for John Taylor Fertilizers Co'*,
as a salesran/f-ieldnan/pest control advisor for the past 27 years.. The last 17 years
I ' ve worked in the Natomas area. For the Past 17-yea
Perry Farms has been a customer of mine, -so I'c: faniliaPewith thetime
la'nd. they farm as well as the surrounding --land in the '
Iatomas area.
An honest appraisal by me is as follows: Tiie gooj, productive ground
(defined as being able to grow a good crop of tomatoes in any given
year
fcllowing either a wet-or dry winter and.growing orcharl crops)
is surrounded by Garden Highway on the south, Orchard Lane on the
C est., 830 on the north to San'
Juan Road and San Juan Road on the north
g
te
Llvd'. on the east. There are some
pockets of good
o:lorthgat^
R1-v^round•^adjacent
t.o
Garden f..i ;f"ray_a•nd -fo11ot•ri n-a -the
= rrver. north.
All the ground west of-El Centro :Road- and south of San Juan Zo.ad
other than some narrow stretches on' the river is extremely wet natured.
A dark-color-ed soil type scattered through the area is even more wetnatured than the res.t. Also .there are "
some are'zs; of alkalinity which
' are unproductive.
While this area is productive 'toa degree with v.erv car--!ful
irrigation nanaseraent. I.don't see how. it can be cons.idered prime
.agriculture land., Fec3use the ground is so wet-natured with poor
sub-surface drainage, i.t could not grow orcha-rd.. crops and is very
marginzl'tomato ground.
There is developrent in,.the way of houses now along the river
which makes it difficult for aerial application o,` pesti-ci;fes, and
a.erial application in agriculture is here to stay as the fields are
much of the times -.too wet because of irrination
to- apply pesticides
by ground equipr,ent. ::ft;i development also to the east of
this area,
it would r.;ak,e farr;inr, in tfIe area very
difficult.. As it was in the
.ievelopment of' the ::orthgate area, there would be complaints of dust
and noise by farm equ-ipment and aerial application would probably be
ir.,possible as it ended up to be at, 'lortngate.

«espectfully,
•
w
Ci l l "ere:+.i.^^
cuil^s ^L^i.c 7arfeaz ';7ezti& jezu.

YOLO ENGINEERS,.& SURVEYORS,ANC`:
WOODLAND PM, 662-4346 /

DAVIS PM. 753-2525 y WEST SACTO PH. 371-7076
POST OFFICE BOX 1364 / 1216 FORTNA.AVENUE
WOOOLANO..CACIFORNIA95695

July 5,1985

i
Perry Farms'
1831 Garden Highway Sacramento., -CA -95833
Attn: Mr. John 'Perry
Gentlemen:..As you requested, we have reviewed our work for. you in that area
of Sacramento County bounded on the =south and west by the Sacramento River,
on the north -'by Del Paso Road, and on the' east by the main drainage channel
of Reclamation District 1000. The area is bisected in a Northeast-Southwest
direction by Interstate Highway 80, and the high level freeway bridge crossing
.the Sacramento River. The review is based upon our participation in

.1

t
t
^
I

agricultural development for you over the past fifteen years and reflects our.
conclusions as to the agricultural potential of the area for the future._:-.
:-.
area under consideration is an extremely flat basin of i ow re 1 ie
4 -C
separated by a system of irrigation ditches, drains and rural roads. Soils
are clay and silt clays, with subsurface hardpan areas that results in perched
water tables throughout the basin area. =The area adjacent to the Sacramento
.River is in the form of a narrow. elevated rim of silt deposits resulting
from the historic flooding of the Sacramento River prior to the construction
of flood control levees:
All of our agricultural development in the Basin area has been constrained
by the factors noted above - minimum irrigation slopes, heavy clay soils, high
water table and poor drainage. The narrow band of silt soils along the
-Sacramento River while excellent.for some agricultural purposes are subject,to
an, extreme ground water fluctation during, the winter and spring high water
stages of the river. At the junction of the silt deposit upon the basin
soils, subsurface leaching and salt, deposits are commonplace. The physical
factors noted above havs-been a continuing problem since the earliest farming
efforts.
Economic returns to the farmer in the past have been sustained through
the artificial stimulus in agricultural values resulting from World Wars I &
II,
and the following years of the Viet Nam and Korean Conflicts. Future returns'
to the farmer appear to be minimal in the forseeable future, so much so that
Iwould advocate a reduction or cessation of further ranch development on your
part other than maintenance items.

Yours VeryTruTy,

YOLO EtdGI^ EP<S 'AND SURVEItOpS,
y

COOPERATIVE AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
COU^ITY OF SACI2AhIENTO .
FARM AND HOME ADVISORS
PHONE: 1914)344-2015

4145 BRANCH CENTER ROAO
SACRAMCNTO. CALIFORNIA 9S1027

4-M YOUTH STAFF 76i-20tt'

July 8, 1985

TO:

Board of Supervisors

FROM:

Jack P.- Orr

, ..
County Director/Weed'Science'Farm Advisor
RE:

I

..Natomas Green Belt Initiative
It has come. to my attention a green belt is planned for the

Natomas area in the midst of commercial and residential development.
.There, are two important'areas of consideration on this matter:
A.

Fertilizer, seed and pesticide applications by aerial
application need large areas in which to operate. It
is especially important that no houses or commercial
development be close to a pesticide application from
a safety standpoint'.
This means you must have.straight
line boundaries for airplanes,to fly with buffer zones
to allow for drift and possible airplane failure.

B.

I
I

From.an economical_standpoint there-are areas in the
proposed green belt that are poorly producing soils
due to alkali (salts) and seepage when the river is
high.
The current economic position requires growers
to maintain high productivity i.e. 5 tons/A corn,.
30 tons/A sugarbeets and. 30 tons/A tomatoes. . Fields
in this area-with the above mentioned problems would
orily produce half the required tonnage resulting in
large economic loss to the grower.

I hope you will give strong consideration to keeping development
in uniform blocks and agriculture in uniform straight.line
blocks with no interference from residential or commercial
development.
JPO/lm

I
I

cc:

Mr. Perry

1
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Imperial Sugar
seeks protection
from creditors
Woodland, Tracy,
plants were closed

I

•

^

The Texas company that closed
sugar refineries in Woodland and
Tracy aimocith ago has filed for
bankruptcy protection from creditors.

I

Associated Press photograph,.

it would acquire Rosemont, Ill.- based Wisconsin Ceninsportation Corp. In a deal valued at $1.2 billion.

tunes to end soon
ready to pay out.there," Scheirer
said.
However, he said, Bertelsmann
3 users to other online
.is that continue to pro- 'would need to offer more than simueic oxchange at no charge. ply BMG artist content to convert

changing to subscriptions,
er, Napatcrruns the risk of
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ByPaul Behnitt
Bee Staff.Writer

Imperial Sugar Co., deep in
debt, suffering ongoing operating
losses and seeing a halt in trading
of its stock at less than $1 a share,
will try to reorganize its finances
-under Chapter 11 of the bankruptcy code.
"This is a sign of our industry,
not just one company," said Ben
Goodwin, head of the. California
Sugar Beet Growers Association.
"These guys happened to be carrying a lot of _debt, so they were
really swept up by this."

Imperial Sugar, the nation's
largest processor and marketer of
refined sugar, went on an acquisition kick between 1996 and 1998
that greatly increased its debt.
; It ran into trouble in late 1999,

The exchange, however, also
will dramatically dilute the value
of stock held by current investors
whose ownership of the company
will be reduced from 100 percent
to 2 percent, Ehrenkranz acknowledged.
At the time of the bankruptcy filing two weeks ago, Imperial's president and chief executive, James
Kempner, said that the company
doesn't expect any disruption in
operations.
Sugar beet growers in California were concerned they might
not get paid for the crop just harvested and the winter crop that
will be 'picked this spring, said
Goodwin, who negotintes contracts for the state's beet growers.
But Goodwin said Tuesday he is
satisfied that the court has authorized Imperial Sugar to honor its
contracts with the farmers.
The sugar beet industry in
Northern California came to an
end at the end of last year when
Imperial decided to close its processing plants in Woodland and.
Tracy whore the vegetable is
turned into refined sugar. As a resultof the closures, some 250 farmera who delivered their crop to

Napaterusers to a paid service so- when an oversupply of sugar in those two factories will no longer
aror is in talks to enlist
urtl companies; including-'IuLion. Titleafrom alllabela would.;,,.the'Unittad-Statee•and:worldwide-,r•plantheete.+qnr,•^rR.+r.•^»w-*,ar mF4*it
b' mc
I ded
u among the ae- pushed prices toh'
I owest 1eve 1• The cumpany is keeping sugar
need to e
t eir
, Othe[ majors Sony, EMI lectione to make the move a sucrefineries at Mendota in Fresno

, Warner A'[usic and Univer-

cess, he said.
"Music fans really want the opportunity to choose from the entire body of recorded music,"
Scheirer said. "If we want to raise
the price, we're going to have to
raise the opportunity." A Napster
spokeswoman said the company
has not set a definitive date for
beginning to offer the new membership-based service.

, or claims• millions of us;..tding 1.6 million users onany one time.

It Eric Scheirer of Cam4ass.-based Forrester Re► 'said the plan had potential
,at a few things need to be
•d out first.
ere are people that are
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ican Stock Exchange. Shares were
last traded Dec. 13, closing at 81'/a
cents.
That swap of investments will
eliminate the annual interest pay-

merits of $25, million to bondhold-

b disappearing sub-$200;000 house
quarter
er $200 000 1!__
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in recent history.
Imperial Sugar officials, however, are optimistic the Houstonarea company will emerge from
the bankruptcy proceedings by
this better shape.
One reason for their o ptimism is
an agreement by bondholders to
exchange their bonds for company
stock, which is traded on the Amer-

guarter ?
663 ®II^`^+

County and at Brawley in Imperial County that will process beets
harvested on an estimated 65,000
acres by about 300 farmers in
Southern California.
"It's bueinees as usual for;those
plants," Ehrenkranz said. "There
are absolutely no plan s to do anything different there.

Meanwhile, the company hopes
to sell the hundreds of acres of
land surrounding its plants 'in
fast-growing Tracy and Woodland.

"We're continuing to market the

ers and the need to pay off $250 property for them," said Steve
million of debt, greatly strength- Machado, a real estate broker in
ening the balance sheet, said the Woodland. "We're talking with
company , vice president, Doug people who have interest in the
site."
Ehrenkranz.
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Meanwhile, analysts expect the
Bay Area influx to continue this
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State's farmers may "et , -new prott
By Michael Doyle

So says a federal advisory
panel, in a plateful of recommendations handing this week to the
desk ofAgriculture Secretary Ann
Veneman.

"We need to do our part to support production agriculture," said
Sen. Pat Roberts, the Kansas Republican Who wrote the current
farm bill, "but we also need to do
our part for fiscal discipline."
Controversy is certain; congressional adoption of the recommen=
dations is not. For instance, the
panel recommends lifting all limits on government payments to
farmers. That could aggravate
critics who already think big farm-

The recommendations sought

ers claim too much of the subsidy

Bee Washington Bureau

WASHINGTON - California's
rice, wheat and cotton farmers
should continue receiving ^uaranteed federal payments, p us new
subsidies when prices tank.

by Congress, made public Tues- - pie. Only 1,65 California farmers
day, kick off the year's delibera- , received half of all the state's fedtions over how to fix once more the eral subsidies, according to an
government's farm safety net that analysis by the. Environmental
cost a record $28 billion last year.
Working Group.,

The panel also urges creation of
it new"'risk management" progrant, through which farmers can
aavenioney tax-free in good years
to tide them over in bad years. The
tax-deferral proposal would cost
the government an estimated $2.8
billion a year in lost revenues.
Congress
established
the
11-member Commission on 21st
Century Production Agriculture
to help guide its farm bill deliberations,

Though California's $26 billion
a year in farm production leads
the natiQn; no Californian -served
on. the commission. That reflected, in, part, the diversity in

California farming that makes
.the state far less dependent upon
federal crop subsidies than such

Food and Agriculture, previoush
became familiar with the commis
sion's wo'r' k when she testified be.
wheat-rich states as Kansas.
- fore it n year ago. She was repre
Still, California farmers re- sented Tuesday by the Agricul•ceived $763 million in various Ag- ture Deliartment's chief econo•
riculture Department payments mist, who noted the farm bill rein 1999, about $200 million of write conies at a tough time for
which came fromihe core crop sub- farmers. '
sidy program Congress will now
"(There are) some of the lowest
rewrite. The rice-rich counties of farm prices we've seen in the last
Glenn, Colusa and Butte and the 15 or 20 years," chief economist
cotton-plus counties of Fresno, Keith Collins said.
Kings and Tulare lead the state in
Cotton,for instance,.wns selling
subsidy receipts.
for an average of 69.3 cents pe'r
Veneman, a Modesto native pound when Congress wrote the
who formerly served as head 'of 1996 farniibill. Now, it's selling for
the California Department of an average of 56.1 cents. The

mpena
seeks 1)1'
froth. en
Woodland, Tracy
plants were closed
ByPaul Schnitt
Dee Staff Writer

The Texas company that closed
sugar refincries in Woodland and
Tracy a morith ago has filed for
bankruptcy protection from credi-
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Hard cider gains
in popularity

Highest court
rules on wetlands

Fermented brew
provides a new
marketing outlet. _

Supreme Court says
Army Corps abused
its authority.
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Perry Farms

3705 El Centro Rd
Sacramento CA 95834-9610
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Skyrocketing pro^
costs are hitting f
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By Kate Campbell
Assistant Editor
The costs of producing a crop-gas and
electricity, seed, water, fertilizer, fuelhave been pushing upward for a number
of years. But in 2000,
input costs exploded,
wiping out profits and
pushing farmers and
ranchers to the financial '
brink.
The numbers, according to value-added
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statistics kept by the USDA's Economic
Research Service, show a sharp decline
in net farm income in California during
the past three years-from nearly $6.2
billion in 1997, down to $4.9 billion in
1999. For U.S.agriculture as a whole,
USDA expects nearly a$l0 billion de-
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cline in farm income between 1996 and
2000, from $54.9 billion down to a fore-
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Glenn County 4-H member Cory Curry weighs his crop of sugarbeets, part of a student program that ended last year as a result of the closure of a processing facility in Woodland.

4-H project ends with closure of
sugar beet processing plant
By Christine Souza
Assistant Editor
Four boys hop unto a loading doCk
area at the Glenn County Fairgrounds
with several heavy bags of sugar beets
and wait lor the nunhers. These Willows
Clover 4-H members
are told they grew a to-

,,tat of 1.081 pounds of
sugar beets which will return an estimated 151 pounds of
sugar: Not too bad for several months
ol' hartl work.
After this weigh-in, the Glenn
County 4-H • sugar beet program came

to an end due to the closure of
Spreckels sugar processing plant in
Woodland-another victim of the tough
economic times in agriculture.

State's young far
national honors I'

Meanwhile another dairyman from T1^!are
County was a runner-up in the croup's

"I have an empty feeling in my stomach about the sugar beet crop in general," said Bob Sailsbery, a retired
University of California Cooperative
Extension farm advisor for Glenn
County. "They are closing because of
economics. There aren't the beets here
that there were years ago. The 4-H
members will have to do some other
project, vegetables I guess."

national achievement award competition.
Sam Dolcini edged out 42 other state
winners in the multi-round event to become this year's national discussion meet
winner. Willem DeBoer was a runner-up
for the Achievement Award, which recognizes outstanding management and
leadership skills. It had been nearly a
decade since California's YF&R representatives have won at the national level.

Sailsbery started the Glenn County

For both, getting to the top spots took
hundreds of hours of preparation, in-

See BEETS, Page 22
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By Kate Campbell
Assistant Editor
A Marin County dairyman talked his
way to the top spot in the 2001 American
Farm Bureau Federation's Young Farmers
and Ranchers discussion meet competition at the annual meeting in Orlando.
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Beets
Continued from Page 1
4-11 sugar beet project 33 years ago
with the assistance of the Spreckels
sugar processing plant in Woodland.
Children who participate are either beL,ginncrs just learning to grow sugar
beets or have up to eight years of experiencc, having tested fertilizer, plant
spacing, plant varieties, planting dates,
irrigation, weeds and seed age.
Sugar beets grown by 4-1-1 members
were taken to the Spreckels facility in
.pWoodland where the beets were tested
for sugar content and then processed.
Imperial Sugar Co. ceased sugar production at its Woodland and Tracy processing plants recently due to record
low prices and the need to streamline
production. This impacted the Glenn
County 4-H sugar beet project since it
is too far to transport beets to other facilities.

Each Glenn County 4-H member began his or her sugar beet project during Easier week. From March through
September, children were responsible
for planting, growing, weeding and watering the sugar beets. Harvest happened between September and October.
According to Sailsbery, in an advanced
trial where nitrogen levels were examined, the children learned sugar beets
are nitrogen-sensitive but the plants
need enough nitrogen to achieve good

tonnage. Too much nitrogen can depress the sugar. The moderate amount
is typically the best choice.
"They learned how'to plant a sugar
beet and how it grows. It was a challenge to keep the weeds out. They had
to thin, irrigate, dig and top the plants. °
It was a challenging little project,"
Sailsbcry said.
Doug Munier, UCCE farm advisor
in Glenn County, took over his current
position five years ago when Sailsbery
retired and oversaw what remained of
the 4-I4 sugar beet program.'
The last weekend of September children dug the beets, cleaned them,
topped them and delivered them to the
fairgrounds where they were weighed,
Munier said. Spreckels did an analysis
to calculate the percentage of sugar and
the children received the sugar from
the beets. When results came back,
they could see the difference each treatment made in the yield of sugar.

,Michael Martin of Willows Clover
4-H, age 12, grew 266 pounds of sugar beets in his second year of the project.
"I did better than the previous year,"
he said. "They had us plant one side
with fertilizer and one side without fertilizer. The one with fertilizer did the
best."

UC farm advisor Doug Munierchecks the weight o/sugarbeets produced by Deanna
Rogers
li
.
at the conclusion of the Glenn 4-H sugar beet production piogram.

Munier said Michael did especially
well because he grew his beets on
sandy loam soil which is considered
a tougher soil to grow beets in.
"This was a good project for the
kids. It gave them a lot of experience
and taught them responsibility," said
Carl Martin, Michael's father. "I think
it's a shame the sugar plants are closed.'

•., :4,a•..CALIFORNfA•IRRIGAT^IONXNIh ►NA,QEMENT^r
For the week Jai)uary 4 throughJanuary 10
3.G ETO (INCHES/WEEK)

The farmers lost one more option of
a crop to grow."
Four students participated in the project. Sailsbery remembers one year
Glenn County 4-1-1 had 37 sugar beet
projects happening simultaneously. He
estimates in Glenn County over the 33year period, children completed more
than 450 sugar beet projects.
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THE
CONCOURSE
Fine Driving and Family Fun
In a Natural Setting
Where the Greater Sacramento Region's Economy and Ecology
Come Together as a Family-Friendly Experience

PREPARED FOR CAPITAL CONCOURSE, L.L.C.
byEDSA
Santa Monica

JUNE 1, 2000
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THE CONCOURSE .
SETTING THE STAGE...
In the past few years, tourism and retail studies have shown that today's consumers
seek out more than an attraction or a product - they look for an experience. They
seek engagement as much as entertainment. They hope to become participants in
their chosen destination.
THE CONCOURSE offers residents of and visitors to the Greater Sacramento Region the unique blend of shopping and sharing that is defining 21st century consumerism.
In an environmentally sensitive, picturesque setting that respects, restores and
even re-creates natural, water-themed habitat and features, families will discover
that commerce and conservation can gracefully co-exist.
THE CONCOURSE offers an idyllic setting in which to conduct the necessary business of acquiring an automobile, boat, truck or sports utility vehicle, amenities and
accessories.
It is designed to be.a relaxing world unto itself - a destination for families and
friends,, with things to see and things to do, places .to eat and the time in which to
do it. The technology is ultra-contemporary - but the pace is unhurried. This will be
a collection of emporia equally devoted to generating goodwill as local revenues.

Welcome to THE CONCOURSE.
You're about to look at a lot more than cars....

1

^^^LMNG THE SITE..
The site of THE CONCOURSE...
is less than three miles from California's State Capitol.in downtown Sacramento, less than fifteen minutes from the lively university town of Davis and
the quickly growing community of Woodland, and an easy drive from urban
and agricultural communities to the north and south;
consists of approximately 350 acres north of the Sacramento and American
Rivers-and west of the West El Camino Avenue interchange, with major
frontage along Interstate 80, and main access from West El Camino Avenue;
already includes such features as direct views of, and access to and from,
Interstate 80;

The enlargement on
the right displays a
regional map of
Sacramento, CA. The -1,
site is located within
the blue circle.
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provides a large area for open space and a wildlife preserve, while an existing network of secondary roads offers numerous opportunities for service vehicle access;
features a site plan flexible enough to allow for the expansion of natural areas which would create an larger open space buffer area (the plan clearly
recognizes the need to create a large buffer zone to prevent light, noise and
other irritants from affecting neighboring properties);
is situated so that City of Sacramento services can be easily routed to the
site;
is composed mostly of marginal farmland with several supply and drainage
canals and no significant trees to face removal:
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Honda Insight Gas/Electric Hybrid

ENVISIONING THE PROJECT..
THE CONCOURSE's emphasis is the sale of automobiles, boats, SUVs and ancillary
products, in a natural setting, which distinguishes it from traditional auto malls and

"rows.

„

Unlike these other venues, THE CONCOURSE separates the various activities and
necessary services that accompany an auto sales venue:
All site services are accessed from a perimeter road that has little or no contact
with the consumer
The consumer uses an interior loop road surrounding the auto-themed commercial, entertainment, park and lakeside areas
The auto-dealer parcels sit between the perimeter road and the interior loop
road to help emphasize this separation

4

An Abundance of ORen Srsace
Rather than being centralized in one specific area, THE CONCOURSE's natural preserve meanders through the site's abundant open space - itself a rare amenity in a
setting so accessible to urban life. The result is a visually pleasing, thematically consistent environment.

. A Venue for Families and Friendships
THE CONCOURSE is more than an auto sales venue; it is envisioned as a family
attraction and.a gathering place for the surrounding community.
A series of auto-themed retail shops and restaurants - interconnected by a series
of small lakes and streams - provide a special milieu for showcasing vehicles.
Towering fountains and flowing streams help to capture the imagination and attention of the consumer while encouraging the family to remain on the site.
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A Low-Pressure, HI_ lh-Enaovment Exoeu°ience
In today's economy - and with today's technology - consumers have greater resources and greater access to research. They want to make informed decisions about
such major purchases as automobiles - and they need to do so in a low-key atmosphere of mutual trust.
THE CONCOURSE's design and goals are to create an ambiance that encourages
family members to participate in the viewing, testing and selection of their new vehicle. Put simply, we believe this is a process that can be fun.
Accordingly, the development's public areas are designed to provide family members
with individually or collectively engaging activities - the kind that will inspire return
visits to THE CONCOURSE even
after a vehicle has been purchased.
Within the complex, retail shops
will continue to sell automotive
and maritime accessories and
clothing related to each of THE.
CONCOURSE's dealerships,
while restaurants and kiosks will
provide delightful dining and
shopping diversions.
An additional convenience of
THE CONCOURSE experience
will be such on-site auto- and
boat-related needs as registration, travel and insurance services.
. ,4 Commitment to Qualily
The key words for THE CONCOURSE are quality and commitment: innovative, environmentally-sensitive design, top-notch retailers, qualified consumers and immaculate
maintenance of the physical plant itself. This is a commitment that will reward itself
many times over as. the project and the region continue to grow.
By providing consumers with quality products, manufacturers, retail, food, entertainment and services, THE CONCOURSE will become a recreational and cultural attraction, as well as a specialized center of commerce, for the greater Sacramento area.
Each dealership will have the opportunity to showcase its product in a ,unique setting
not only on its individual parcel, but throughout the entire site, especially near the entrance and within the combined commercial, entertainment and park setting. And best
of all, each consumer will be able to shop for one of contemporary life's greater necessities in an aesthetically refreshing, relaxing environment.
To paraphrase an ubiquitous TV commercial, this isn't your father's auto mall. This is
the future of auto retail. This is THE CONCOURSE.
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Auto Dealerships (+135 AC):
3± 15 AC Auto Dealerships (±45 AC)
5± 10 AC Auto Dealerships (±50 AC)
1± 10 AC Truck Dealership (+10 AC)
6+ 05 AC Auto Dealerships (±30 AC)
- All auto dealerships are provided with a setback area along the inner loop
road in order to showcase their cars in a setting that is unique to the make,
model and type of use of the car.
Interior Loop Road (±8.5 AC):
- Consumer use only
- Undulating curves and bridges to provide interest, slow traffic, create view
corridors to dealers
- One - way road, 3 lanes, all turns into dealerships shall be right turns
- Bridges over water features to provide interest, create views to dealers
- Shuttle stops between dealers at pocket parks
Perimeter Service Road (¢7.5 AC):
- Deliveries, car-carriers, etc.
- Access to employee parking and circulation
- Keeps service separate from consumer circulation
- Shuttle stops at each dealer for employees from parking lots
Consumer Services (+11 AC):
1. Commercial/Entertainment Center (±10 AC):
- Showcase cars in unique setting
- Provide related commercial sales and
services
- Provide space for families to have fun
2. Amphitheater and Gazebo (±1 AC):
- Gathering space for the community
- Focal point for entertainment
- Venue for lectures, education and
cultural activities
Open Space/Water (¢151 AC):
1. Manicured Landscape (±45 AC):
- Area for consumers/families to relax
- Gathering Space for recreational and cultural activities
2. Natural Preserve Area (±96 AC):
- Preserve local plant and wildlife
- Create habitat for additional wildlife
3. Lakes (±10 AC):
- Create habitat for waterfowl, fish and other aquatic life
- Create a relaxing environment for the customer
- Provide adequate drainage and retention areas
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Service/Support (±42 AC):

I

1. Service Area (±11 AC):
® Collision center
® General-repairs
® Training center for the technical school
2. Technical School/Museum/Conference Center (±3 AC):
0 Provide training for mechanics and body specialists
a Forum for displaying the past , present and future of the
automotive industry
M Conference facilities
3. Storage/Gas Station (+16 AC):
® Auto prep
a Overflow parking
m Secondary used car reception, sales and service
0 Provide easy access to fuel for service vehicles
M Car wash
4. Employee Parking (+12 AC)
0 Shuttle service to workplace
Safe, secure lots
Centralized location

View of Natural Preserve Area
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ON ENTERING THE CONCOURSE..
As. a visitor approaches the main entrance to THE CONCOURSE, from West El
Camino Avenue, the entry road appears to be a causeway, with water on either
side - creating the feeling that one is entering a special self-contained environment.
Upon entering this brave new world of merchandising, recreation and entertainment, the visitor will notice:
Signature columns and railings that distinguish the character and
create the singular identity of THE CONCOURSE
Top-selling cars and trucks displayed on floating platforms perched
above each lake-j-with -large fountains around-the cars
At the far side of the lakes, a sloped bank that provides an additional
auto showcase area

11
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Just off of the main entry road sits the Technical School, Museum and Conference Center. The facility will be established both to train mechanics for the various dealerships as well as the general public in automotive engineering and repair.
The general service center will be used by the technical school to
assist in on-the-job training.
The conference center will exist to educate and provide a forum for
discussion of trends and advances in the automotive industry
The museum will'display all types of cars - gas, diesel,
electric and hydrogen, etc. spanning the past, present and future.
As California's capital city, Sacramento has historically served as a forum for the
study, invention; modification and display of alternative forms of energy. This facility
will enable appropriate study groups and institutes to conduct their research and
discussions in a relevant and pleasant environment.
At the irAterseCtiOn of the-eritrydE`iN(d a6d`the a1"pairt 666-0 road -sit8 a large body of
water with a multi-leveled waterfall on the opposite bank. The main loop road, Concourse Parkway, serves as both an access to the dealerships as well as to the commercial and entertainment areas. Concourse Parkway is reserved for visitors and
emergency or required vehicles. All service vehicles will be restricted to the perimeter service roads. Deliveries to the retail shops and restaurants will be scheduled after hours so as not to interfere with visitor traffic.

CREATING T E DESTINATION..
Surrounded by Concourse Parkway, the commercial/entertainment area is the destination element of the site. Its central visual theme is water - a powerful aesthetic
reminder and vital symbol of Northern California. This project will introduce water
and habitat features into a terrain (and type of venue) largely devoid of such amenities. In this new century, businesses of all kinds need to recognize the need for
these sensibilities to co-exist.
Accordingly, THE CONCOURSE's blend of ponds, meandering streams and waterfalls creates an atmosphere both soothing and intriguing. Koi ponds nestled within
rock clusters offer the visitor a trip across the Pacific to the gardens of China and
Japan. The large water features also provide an excellent opportunity for unique
and dramatic auto displays.
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Complementing THE CONCOURSE's auto dealerships, the commercial area will
provide a space for gathering in small groups, shopping and dining. The entertainment can provide a refreshing pause from the showrooms - as well as a gathering
place for the local community and venues for cultural events.
Car dealers will have
the advantage of being
able to tastefully display and advertise their
cars throughout the
park to qualified buyers, allowing the automobile - rather than
the shops that surround
it - to remain as the
focus of the complex.
The space. also.lends
itself to other aspects Q
of sales. Car dealers
will have the opportunity to sell lines of clothing and equipment related to the automotive industry and their particular products. Customers can browse through
stores as well as have the opportunity to sample various pieces of equipment and
products. Insurance, travel and other auto-related services can also locate here,
making " one-stop shopping" more than just an example of advertising hyperbole at
THE CONCOURSE.
One of the major site attractions is the amphitheater centrally located on the southern edge of the commercial/entertainment area with a pond backdrop. The amphitheater acts as both a stage for entertainment as well as a showcase for the sur- rounding dealerships. The audience will be able to look across to the opposite bank
and view cars and other related products that can be positioned.on the sloped edge
as well as above the pond itself.
Across the pond from the amphitheater, graceful
trees line the sloped banks. The park will have
the beautifully manicured sensibility of the meditation gardens of Asia. As in the commercial
area, the park offers the dealerships a prime
area for showcasing their cars. The natural setting may also figure prominently in consumer decision-making for those cars, trucks and SUVs
that exude a message of outdoor recreation.
These unusual and innovative amenities will
help secure THE CONCOURSE's role as a thriving consortium of private business, a vibrant
public asset and a matchless new destination for
the region.
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"The goals of business are inseparable
from the goals of the community."

-Earl Bunting

Profiling the (Atypical)

o ealershapsoe

There is no such thing as a "typical" auto dealership. Every dealership works with its
own demographics, sales approaches and uniqueness of product. THE CONCOURSE has been designed to respect the many variations. on the overall theme of
selling automobiles.
Due to each site's large allotment of space, dealerships will be able to serve the
consumer comfortably within a relaxed setting that allows optimum viewership.
A generous setback along the inner loop road generates a large amount of space
available for showcasing the top-selling cars. The setback also allows dealers to
create unique identities for their establishments - Japanese cars displayed in
Japanese gardens, American cars showcased in large, open setting -that enhance
the individuality and quality of each dealership.

SPECIA1 DISPLAY
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TYPICAL DEALERSHIP LOT

In addition, shuttle service will be provided on both the inner loop and the service
road to transport customers and employees throughout THE CONCOURSE.
Finally, to separate the behind-the-scenes details of operating a business from the
consumer's enjoyment of the venues, service and deliveries will be provided from
the project's perimeter road, where the majority of employee parking will be located,
in lots. There will also be limited parking at each dealership for managers and their
staff; employees will move to and from their workplaces via a convenient shuttle
system.
In short, THE CONCOURSE aims to create a business and work experience that
will prove as stress-free as the consumer's.
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Stephen G:lyorW'
General Sales Manager
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Ford Motor Company
Mail Drop tOSWD
46800 ExeeWvo Phza Drive
Dearborn; MI 4e7Z0

Phone: (313) &4&1821,•

July 19,''2001
Mr. Roger Nieflo
Supervisor
City of Sacramento
700,H. Street, Suite 2460
Sacramento, CA 95814
Dear"Mrr. Niello:_
On June 20, during, a visit ta the Sacramento Metro Ford Dealers, I had
occasion to review the "Concourse" project. This project, proposed on 360
acres adjacent to Highway 80 and West El Camino Avenue; represents the
next generation in retailing. The use of open space throughout the plancreates an environmentally sensitive and picturesque retail environment.
The mix of-automobile, SUVs, boat; truck, RV, and accessories would make'
this project a first-ln-class destination and put Sacramento in the forefront of
transportation and recreation retailing for-decades to come:
Ford Motor Company is excited at the prospect of this proposed project and
looks forward to its ultimate.completion.

I
cc:

Ilia Collin
Roger Dickinson
Muriel P. Johnson
Don Nattoli
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NATOMAS LANDOWNERS
Masaki Group

85

APN: 225 0210 026; 225 ' 0_210 027
225 0210 028; 225 0210 029
Gurmukh Gosal
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APN: 225 .0210 001; 225 0210 002
225 0210 003
Costa Family Trust

18

APN: 225 0210 004
Weaver Family .

37

APN: 225 0210 006
ALAN KHATOONIAN
KATHY KHATOONIAN
ARAM.YENOVKIAN
SUSAN YENOVKIAN
NANCY GUENTHER
JANICE F. YENOVKIAN
DYANN BRUTS
APN: 274 0010 071
Perry Farms
APN: 274 0010 043; 274 0010 049
274 0010 050; 274 0010 069
274 0010 037; 274 0010 018
Moyer Group

34

239

164

APN: 225 0210 016; 225.0210 017
225 0210 040; 225 0210 041
Charles Marston

75

APN: 225 0210 024; 225 0210 021
Ludvina Benvenuti

121

APN: 225 0210 008; 225 0210 009
225 0210 010
Bastiao Farms, Inc.

36

APN: 274 0010 055; 274 0010 056
Atkinson/Ekstrom

12

APN: 225 0210 038
Perry, FKA Martinell Property
APN:
225 0120 005
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Tentatively approved by Board Of Supervisors, December 9, 1992
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Urban Service Area
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